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INTRODUCTION

The definition of an Iconoclast la one who attacks or ridicules
traditional or venerated Institutions or Ideas which the Iconoclast believes
to be erroneous or baBed on superstition.

On Pay 24, 1912, a Minot weekly

entitled The Socialist Advocate changed Its nane to The Iconoclast.

The

Socialist Advocate had been In existence only long enough to print eight
Issues.

The newly hired editor of The Iconoclast. J. M. Near, explained that

despite possible criticise fron friends and enecles, the change was needed.
In a rather candid editorial Near acknowledged the lieltatlons that a
socialist newspaper faced:

The old raise— Socialist Advocate— advertises the paper In advance
as a Socialist publication, and U Is a fact well known to all
active Socialists, that there are sooe people who ao soon aa they
see Che word Socialise on the head of any publication, they stop
right there and no aisount of ordinary perauaolon can teept then to
read further. They hjve their orders froo their political
nasters, or the nope.
The Iconoclast was published In Minot frou Mav 24, 1912, to July 21, 1916.
The weeklv newspaper clalocd a circulation that ranged as high as sir-thousand
and as low as three-thousand subscribers.

The position of editor and

ownership changed several tinea in the paper's four-year existence.

Despite

these canagerlal changes The Iconoclast aalntalncd a fairly consistent
standard.

The style wan fresh and Interesting and always edged with the

socialist attitude and purpose.

The Minot weekly woo often Innovative,

daring, and sosetlees cynical In Its art'cles, features, poeRO, and cartoons.
The Iconoclast always atterrpted to live up to Its naee.
The Iconoclast did not try to coepete with dally pipers because that was
not Its purpose.

The Iconoclset did not normally feature local news on ltn

front pope but did report ltc&a that It dceeed loporfcant to the socialist
cause.

The Iconoclaot could not coepete with the larger socialist and radical

eagaelncs and newspapers.

The local weekly ran artlclon, cartoons, poena, and

aeries fron national publications ouch on Ripsaw, Hlllwokee Loader. lieu York
Call, and Coning Nation.
The Iconoclast attempted to esaintain its awn Identity in spite of its
dependence upon other sources.

The editors, writers, and local cenbcrahlp who

contributed to the newspaper were able to infuse The Iconoclast wltb n great
variety of their own caterial and creativity.

This cade The Iconoclast

Jtoportant to the local socialist effort and pave it the character of a local
newspaper unique to problens, politics, and socialists of North Dakota.
The Iconoclast was an extrccoly inportant vehicle for local socialists in
their efforts to reach and educate the peoplo of Worth Dakota.

For the

Socialist party, it served as a publication where its platforms and Ideas
could be dissenlnated.

The Iconoclast is the rain prloary source for

observing Che socialist organisation and viewpoints.
the socialist effort that can be found no place else.

The paper brings to life
The Iconoclast la an

excellent uindou through which to cxaalne North Dakota's radical nlnority.

CHAfTRR OtfR
W K SOCIALIST MOVEMENT IN NORTH DAKOTA
THE NDSP AND TDK ICOHOCLA5T

The turn of the century witnessed the bcginnitigo or the socialist novcwnt
.In North Dakota*

The North Dakota Rocinliot party (NDSP), organired In 1902,

was an icpartant step in the creation of the state's

unique and poaaibly coat

influential political ncvceent, the Nonpartioan League (MPL).

What success

the NDSP achieved was due to its agrarian enphagio which appealed to aoce of
the atate'B farcers.

The NDSP's call for agrarian refoms, however, did not

go unnoticed, and rival organlcatione soon devoloped.

In fact the very

nucceao af the NDSP*s fare platforc led oany within the party to concentrate
exclusively on that issue*

When the core politically acceptable fare reforc

covecent, the NPL, was forced and cost farcers deserted the NDSP.
took away the NDSP's platfora and ita leadership.

The NPL

The NDSP disappeared within

several years after the organisation of the NPL.
The sacialict covecent began in Fargo, the atntc’B largest urban center,
when Arthur Basset founded the first socialist club in 1900.

In the sate year

Its first political candidates appeared on the ballot as Deb's Social
Denocrota-*

The candidates and their oupport cnce fron eastern North Dakoto.

The vote total was not large in 19D0 and coat support ccce fron Casa County
and Fargo, its couufcy aeat and najor population center.

Anong the Socialist

candidnteo wna Arthur LeSucur, who ran far attorney general.

2

An a lawyer,

LeSuear wan one of the fou SociaLiata in North Dakota who was eligible ta run
for that position.

LeSueur’n candidacy ended in failure, but he would go on

to becnco a leader in the socialist novecent nod would gain a great deal of
proninonca both locally and nationally.
-1 -
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The socialist d u b and ocher local socialise groups, including
Horveglan-language dubs, forced the nucleus Chat would becocc the HDSP.
party held Its first state convention in Fargo on February A, I9D2.
Eldness was elected as the first state secretary and state organizer.

The

Hath

3

In

1902 Socialist candidates did not generate nany votes but did attract core
Rapport In the northwestern part of the state.

Eventually thin area,

especially Ward County mod the city of Minot, would becoce the stronghold of
the HD5P.

In 19DA Word surpassed Cass os the county with the highest tolly

for candidates of the HDSP. (Ward County averaged around two-hundred votes per
i,
candidate and Cass County averaged about one-hundred and fifty.)

LoSueur, who

coved to Klnot after the election of 1900, polled l,8A3 votes in 190A, whereas
in 1900, running for the ant* office of Attorny General, ho received only 397
g
votes.

The growth of the ND9P In the northwest was in part due to LeSuour.

He provided able leadership which gave credibility to the covenant.

Although

tho party'a headquarters retrained In Fargo until 1911, Minot uao on Its way to
becoming a noclaliflt center/'
In 190ft the HHSP faced o very serinuB rival tn the progressive oovccent.
Revitalisation of the Democratic party due to a progroasivo npirtt offered an
alternative roforci covecont that was nor* acceptable to Lhn average voter.
Tho Rociallat vote wap reduced by one^thlrd/

The nsjor decline In the 1906

election returns forced a reappraisal of party lacllcn.

Tho WDBP'a leadership

antored tho nest election with a farcer-orlonied plntforn that called for
popular agrarian refcirno ouch an otate-ewned elevators and flour ulllo, a
rural credit hanV oyoten, and a otate financed hall lnnuranro progran,

The

HDSP oven wont to the oxtrocc of running ito candldaten not as Rectal loin hut
Q
as Independents.
Thin waa to ho tho first and only ttce tho Socialtnl

3-

cnndidatcB did noc designate Chetaaclvea oa HDSP candidates. Socialist vote
g
totals, however, were even lower than in the previous election.
In 1910 the NBSP once again listed Its candldateo no Soclnlintc.

The

party platforn reealned agrarian In scope, while oalntalnlng ito progresoive,
atep-at-a-tlcc policy.
decision.

The election returns of 1910 secned to vindicate lto

The party's voce total rose over 500 percent.

It also was the

first and only tins that a HOSP candidate was elected to the otnte
legislature.*** The western counties around Hinot experienced the greatest
growth.
40

Ward, Ullllans, Bottineau, Rolette, and Hocmtrall counties provided

percent of the total Sodallnt vote in 1910.**
In 1912 the Socialist platforn included a list of incediote decands an

well as a special farnero' progran which called for the state ownership of
elevators, packing house, banka, and state hail, fire, pest, and nnloal
insurance.

12

(See Appendix 1-1)

Thlo platforn miDt have been attractive to

naoy voters, for the candidates received their greatest support yet.
otnte total for the Socialists nveraRed over 6,000 voten.

The

The election gave

the NDSP five percent of the total vote, thus qualifying the p*rty to run in
tho next election year prlnorlea.*^
was again In the northwoot.
support.

The area that provided the coot support

Eaatorn Worth Dakota gave the party little

In tho Third CongroaoLonal District, which Included northwestern

North Dakota, Arthur LeSueur received 5,254 vatDD, nearly 25 percent of tho
votep coot.

14

Uord, LeSucur'p hoc© county, gave hln 1 ,027 votes which

coepnred vory well with the Republican and Decocratlc condldaten who received
1,136 and 1 ,233 voten.

15

In Hinot, LeSueur cane in oecond, behind the

Decocrat who tallied 424 and ahead of tho Republican who got 273.,fl

(Tho

Socialist candldateo for tho first and eocond dlatrlcta did not faro as well,
receiving only 1,310 and 1,922 votea.)*^

-
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YT\d NUSD camlldatu, A* R* Dowon, rocotvoii 6,035, the highnst vote total of
a Socialist who ever ran tor governor*

10

H

id

NP0P olno hod noco nitcccos In

local esyorial contents, electing Foel.nllnt nnyoro in llillnboro artd Rugby.

19

Fugonc Debs again ran for President and received nearly 7,000 voten in North
Dakota*

Thin was especially aignificflnt since In North Dakaln five parties

fielded presidential candidates, none of whoa received over 30,000 votes.

20

The election of 1912 narked the NDSP’b strangest allowing.
la spite of its vote totals, the HDSP failed to win any victarlcB in state
contests*

The northwestern part of the otate, cflpceially Ward County, had

de a r l y bccoce the baatien of North Dakota socialise.
huh of the covanent and the party.

Klnot was beccnlng the

That was d e a r as early ao 1909 when

Arthur LeSucur wan elected president of Hlnot's new eoraission government.

21

LeSueur conducted a cacpalgn for reforn and ochlcvod a favorable reputation ao
a crusader against gambling and racketeering-

22

Despite hlo victory at the

polls and his reforn accomplishments, LeSucur did not finish his full tern,
roolgning in 1911-

His resignation is root often attributed to his nlnorlty

■>3
position on the cocalsslon.”

However, trouble arose when the 1910 city
24

election returned an opposition nnjority to the cotmloolon.

Ela first

defeat eacc when L. D. HcGahnn, an opponent of LeSoeur's, was.elected to the
commission.

LeSueur's position was further weakened when one of hla

supporters was defeated, thus securing for his opponents control of the
enm i aairm.*~

The oocinlistrj responded to this t u m In the city cocnlsslon

with a unique party ponitlon.

On Hay 10, the headlines of the Hinot

newspaper, The Reporter, rendj "HINOT SOCIALIST WILL ASK MAYOR LESUEUR TO GIVE
UP THE OFFICE."

The paper went on to state that the oovo vaa unanimously

□greed UDon at the socialist eeetlng which was hold the night before.

26

The

socialists did not disapprove of LcEueur; they detooted the clty*n cajority

-

oppogitlen.

3-

The socialists Insisted that LcBucur'o adnlnifltration van tho

cleanest the city had ever had, "and If the people of HInoL don’t want a clean
administration, then they don't want a Socialist at the head of the city
government."

27

The Rgportcr stated in Its Hay 12 edition that "The Minot

Socialists have recalled President LeSucur.

They not only demand hlo

resignation as President of the Minot City commission, hut they announce that
Mr. LeSaeur will resign---that he will file his resignation with the city
cocnl s slone rs ."

28

LeSueur'a offidnl response was not long in coming.

On Kay 15 he handed

in his written resignation which was immediately and unanimously accepted.
LeSncur's rival, L. D. MaGahan, was elected os acting preoident.

29

The next

day's editorial in The Reporter was entitled "THE PASSING OF L ’SUEURISM."

The

editorial implied that LoSucur was sincere in his work., "a one-man government
wherein the policy waa pemlclouo activity and eternal prosecution of petty
offenders and at leoot a prlnnfacic attempt at low enforcement."'*0

The

editorial maintained that the cititeno of Minot objected to LeSueur's and that
LeSueur was a oervant of the aocialista not tho people of Minot.

The

editorial contended that LeSucur had "built up and strengthened an
organisation in Minot which numbers some three hundred, and he has been
advertised throughout tho Northwest as the aociallot mayor of Hinot and has
made his administration Socialist in tho extreme."3*

The other Klnot dally,

the Optic, cited many problems and mistaken that LeSueur’n ooclallot hackgroud
created, eapeclally "undiplomatic" attnekn on the church.

32

The Blanarck

Tribune apako favorably of LeSueur’s administration and its war on tho "blind
plggoro" ( Illegal liquor establishments), gamblers, and keepers of dloorderly
houses

33

When in 1911 Arthur Basset noved fron Fargo to a land clnla near Ryder,
the party's headquartors ooved to Htnnt.
M

A yoar later, however, Basset loot

poaitlon as party secretary to H. E. Thonpoon of Minot. Booaet recoined
1A
co His heeestead until lilo death In 1914,
Adding to Hinot's precLlgo as
b

party headquarters, LeSueur In 1912 founded

The Sociallnt Advocate, a weekly

newspaper which later that year bccaco The Iconoclast.

In 1912 it nuot have

appeared to the socialists of Minot that they were on their way.

The recent

strong showing in state and local elections indicated political
respectability, naybe even success.

The cstabllshoent of The Iconoeloot not

only expressed optinisn but also gave the leadership of Hinot a vehicle in
which they could express thenselves fully.
Minot cenained the center of socialist activity and in 1913 became a
hotbed of cantoversy---the free speech crisis.

The crisis d i m m e d with the

nrreat oF leading socialists on the charge of blocking the streets, leading to
the recall elections of 1913.

In the city elections of 1913 the HDSP was

represented by severs- lending candidates, including the state secretary for
the HDSP, H. E. Thompson, and Minot businessmen Eugene Teutsch and Dewitt C.
Dorman.35

The socialists prepared for the election with a number of

progressive, reform-oriented planks in their official rlatforo.

They dccanded

civil morality, nore humane treatment at the city Jail, and the appointment of
a police natron.

They

o Is d

criticized cxceeaive light and pover rotes of the

local Consuner Power Company and called for a munlcpally owned light, power,
gas, and telephone systems.3** The Iconoclast ron a serica of front-page
articles entitled "HOW YOU ARE GOUGED" which exposed Minot's unfair electric
rate oysters.3^

The elections produced one Socialist victor, Dorcsan.

the othor socialists candidates lost by no core than thirty votes.

38

While
Dorman

held tho office of street commissioner and faced cany of the nnee pressures

that Lo SyuhM ’ HaJ encountered w M l e he wan working nl n nJnnHty rentier»
tor cum ViHit’-d Utile nnppurl I’m- hln nnc Ini InL pruponriIn| U w

Iristiue fnr uliJ t“Ti

the socialists had carpnluned Vole brought before the IJnrot ntiinn and tit?frated.
tom a n teak of lemu' at these defunta and often tipoko mil, specifically when
n
M u propoani for a pallet* natron wno defeated*

Do'can also attacked whot he

considered t» ho lnx behavior by Police C«j=i«iiiinner U'.i;. Slmv arid City
Attorney George Metoo In onforclnr varsanlr. against violntionn □! the city
ordinances.

40

Out It was not tho*c and other ulnor din agreementn that coot

B o r o n bis position an Che City Cocninnion.

Trouble ctxre in the opener of

1913 when B o ron and other local oocialiots beeactf invtlved in the free npecch
riots which followed the appearance of the Industrial VorK'ro of the World
(IWV) organizers who cafcc to Kinot on July 25 to organise hanest vorfcerfl.
According to the Fargo Forum, Jaces J. Cannon, on I W organiser, Lent "J- A.
Law and Jack Alien Co Hinot fron HinncopoliE in response to a call frep
Sacdallota . * .

A1

The effort was part of n wide and quiet cacpoign to

organise the harvest hands of _he northwest; end according to Cannon, Hinot
was an important recruiting center-

■V5

The 1VW wan considerably core radical

then the large unions and Its preamble called for a day when '’workers of the
world organise as a class, take poasEsion and abolish the wage gyaten."

h3

The effort in the darker of 1913 was to be, according to Connon, "core
extensive and cyatccatic than ever before.

Cats delegates and volunteer

organizers are Yn ainoat every town, caDp and jungle with authority to
initiate ceabero and to line then up for higher wages than ever paid
before."

4A

ItfW organization tactlcc antagonised cany of the local population;

instead of renting halls or running local ado, the organizers often spoke out
cn street corners,

tn ouch situations the speakers ucre open to abuse, verbal

or otherwiae, often rtsuiting in canfllctn.

The iWW dcoired to organize the

-n-

harvest w a r h e m before tho fall cult Inn.

Ncitheb fart-uro nor bunlnesti people,

hovevup, wanted their vorhcrn orgmilced.

Tho nocinlhjto worn thtju forced inlo

taking a stand that could ovonlunlly dnmsgn tho porly whichever group they
supported.

tf the haelallnta Called to support tho Ilfll, they would appnar

hypocritical and afraid of following Choir principles 1 buL if they did support
them* they would clearly antagonist! tiany people in the city and on surrounding
fares *
The ND5P eventually aided with the IUU in the controversy.

City

authorities and businessmen used this support of the IWU ta araucc tho
population, especially the facers, against the eodallpts.
surprising strength in Ward County, especially Minot.
the organlterG, the Socialist party
popular.

vcb

The hDSP had shown

In coking the aide of

forced into a position that woo not

Opponents painted the socialists on anti-forcer, even though their

platforms had stressed agrarian refore.
Rumors or a recall noveesnt aimed at Dorman spread throughout the city.
On August II, 1913, the Hinat On tic reported Chat D o ran was about to be
recalled because of his role in the free speech riot-

This

m b

soon core than

a razor, for on August 16 o petition wan being circulated for Carman's
recall.

45

In a letter to The Iconoclast Do roan admitted to the fact that a

petition was being circulated on the grounds of "general incocpetency.[,i&
%
5aoil, however, petitions began to circulate calling for the recall of
President Davie, Police Commissioner Shaw, and Police Magistrate Lynch.

The

charge against then was the alleged misuse of authority during the
47
enntraverny.

At the September 8 meeting of the City Cccniasicn, Itormu'c

recall petition was accepted; all others were rejected due to innuffieicnt
numbers of signatures.

However, the other three petitions were accepted five

dayc later when enough oignaturee wore accumulated.

Thus a recall election

-

9-

Eor ail Four roots was scheduled for October IQ, leaving n ennth for a very
heated caopnign.^
The socialists put up candldnton For all Four contcoted posts; Dorcon ran
again for his position.

The other Sociollst candldatoa included the local

secretary for Hinot, Eduard H. Elsela, CharlcD D. Kelso, and the well-known
Arthur LeSueur.
controversy.

49

The recall election centered on the free speech

The socialists charged city authorities with inhuman action in

their handling of the free speech confrontation.

In an article on the front

page of The Iconoclast, the socialists charged their opponents with violating
lavs as irresponsible officers, convicting cen even though innocent, and of
being tools of the Consumers Power Cacpany.50
The opponents of the socialists also relived the free speech crisis
throughout the canpaign with help fron the local newspapers-

Critics accused

the sociali.sts of fomenting the criols and predicted that socialist victories
would bring nore of the sace.

The Hinot Daily Optic charged LeSueur with

Inviting the IWV organizers to Kinoc and aiding their nttcnpts to disrupt the
city.51
The result of the election was a nnjor defeat for the Socialists, as all
four candidates uerc defeated.

52

The recall election of 1913 Indicated that

even in the city froa which they drew their strongest support, the Socialists
were definitely a ninorlty party.

In the previous election the Socialists had

von one pout and wore within striking distance of othero.

But the city vae

now aroused; the local soclollots were seen in o new light, tainted with their
aanoclatian with the IWV and having been arrcBted ond Jailed In the subsequent
free npeech crisis.

The noclnliota of Hinot had done the cost devastating

thing possible for o ainority to do; they had aroused the oajority.

Ihe free speech riots and the recall elections that followed alienated o
large percentage of the local papulation.

Those in the city who had taken

little notice hefore now associated socialists with radical organirero and
riots.

The large farn population which in the pant nay have looked favorably

on the soclaliets' reforos, now saw then as agents of the IWV and organisers
of farmhands.

They hod, in the public Bind, become the farcers' enenies.

party was unable to recover fron this reversal.^

The

The free speech crisis did

not spell the end of the HDSP, but it did show the party's limitations.
Socialist party membership began to decline.

The leadership hoped to

reverse this trend through speaking tours of local and national socialists.
One such speaker van Emile Seidel, ex-mayor of Milwaukee and the Socialist
party vice-presidential candidate in 1912.

The speaking tour waa different in

that he addressed crowds in English or German.^

Although the NDSP ran In the

atato primaries for the first tine In 1914, the returns wore disappointing.
The general olectione did not turn out much bettor when eoepared to
expectations.

The 1914 election showed no algn of growths

n fact a slight

decline woo evident statewide, along with n ohnrp clceltno in Ward County.^
Despite thin loss of support in Ward Cnunty, an increase of the ooclalist vote
did occur In several other western eountlea,^

The new support was due to the

vigor that the now party sneretary Injected loin orgonlning the otate.

Dnder

tho leadership of Henry C. Toigan, party organisation was stopped up and now
techniques employed.

In addition to the non of The Iconoclast and sponsoring

speaking tours, the party put on uoverul ploys In an effort to educate no well
so entertain.

Tor cxanplo, "Dusk to Dawn" detailed the hard ticca of the

Barclay family and the bcllofe of their daughter who boenne the cnbodtDont ol
the 1UW and vonan'o suffrage.

The play ended with the eotabllnhmcnl of a

-1 1 -

cooperatlve coe=snwonlch and Arthur LoSucur an the president of the Uniter!
CQ
States.
The creation of the Organisation Pepartcent under the control of Arthur C.
Tovnloy pave the party a neu recruiting a m In 1914, (See Appendix 1-2, for
exarplo)

Townlev's organizational efforts proved to be very successful.

The

Idea for the Organisation Departcent originated with Tovmley while he was
walking across the wilderness of Hillings County.

59

It occured to hla that it

would be Infinitely better to have a conns bv which the field worker could get
to the people even though it neceacitated a stall sacrifice by a few good
socialists.

Th._ Organization Departccnt wag to be attached to the NDSP, under

the control of the executive cocclttee, and was In charge of all the work done
in the local dtotrlcta.

The plan uas to m ice funds in each district to

oupport a local organizer who would be guaranteed 53.00 per day, cxpences, and
a Ford autortoblle.

An of Scptrnber 1914, organizers Included A. E.

Eeecher f'oore, and Tounlcy.^*'*

Powen,

The Icunoclant voiced the optlnlr.0 of the

party, predicting that “Every houne in North Dakota Is to have on orgjnlzalion
autocobllo ntop before It at Irani once before 1°16." ^
Under Tovnloy'n londernhlp the Importance nf the Organisation Pcpartcent
grew and no did bin ponltlnn In the partv.

The Organization Department wao a

very succennful pnrt of the noclnllot cnvemenl in North Dakota.

An of

Dccenbor 1. 1914, there were five organized districts, and party nanetr.
Included five notoeobi1on, valued at 52.075, and nloonf 51! ,000 in accounts
rec Ivable, the balance due on pledgee.

The financial report of the

Department allowed total resources of S14 ,05FI. 7 1.

£»?

Oppooitlon to Townley, however, developed within ihe parLy,

Orthodox

socialism who differed on the basin of philosophy disagreed with the
Department's eophnoln on the fares quentlon te the exclusion of labor prohlocn.

Others feared Chat the Organisation Departnent vac boconlng too powerful and
Chat the Department was being used to organiccr the NPL within the Saeiallnt
party.6"* The opposition began its aoaault by trying to curb the Department.*c
work.

In a costing hold on December 8, 1914, a motion wan carried that nil

organisational work be discontinued on December 25 until Bpring.

At the

SUSP meeting on Deccnber 15 it vns coved thot the head of the Organization
Department "be Instructed to re lease organisern Hoars, Townley, J- V.
Richardson and Cooper until further n o t i c e . E u g e n e Teutsch, who wan
anti-’Townley and had seconded the notion to dismiss hin cu an organizer,
declared that Townley, "Ignoring orders, he jumped out ond began organizing
another county and bought another auto.
in and separated iron the payroll.

Vhen this became known he wna called

That effectively atopped tho Konpartioan

League plan of organisation within tho Socialist Party."66
However, thic did not end Townley'& rolotionohip with the SUSP.

The last

fight over the Organisation Department took place at the otntc committee
meeting in Kinot on January 2b and 27,1915.

Townley and others, including H. '

C. Telgon, who agreed with tho organ!cattonal efforto, ntteopted to control
the mooting.

67

When the otate executive cocmittce cot to diocuna -ho

Organisational Department, Toutnch related that Townley "wna stopped by the
executive committee an being dangerous nnd not worthy of Socinlinta."

68

Townley nticcpted to change tho ototuo of the Organization Dcpartartecnt but
tho cation won defeated four Linen*

lu Toutach'n account, ”Thio quadruple

defeat of tho Townley gang narkn tho birth of the prooont Nonparticn Political
Longue.

Townley diacovered he could not control the Socinllra Party In this

particular.
Forty

Fron than on their caln work haa boon outaldc of the Socialist

-
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Vhen Townley's plan vna defeated In the otate executive coeni.,tee, he left
the NDSP.

Townley Day or nay not have left due to Ills defeat over the control

of the Organisation Department, but thers were clearly other reaoona as well.
Despite the fact that he had Joined and worked for the NDSP, leaving wad not
that difficult for Tovnlcy, who had cone to view the NDSP aa a conoevatlve
organisation.

He van not a long-standing cenher and was a political realist

who could flee his difficult position within the party.

Not only van the KD5P

a nicor party, but also Townley hod lost what power he hod built lr. hla
creation, the Organisation Departnant.

His plonB for hie own political

organisation, the KPL, no-o than likely played o key role In hla departure.
The Organisation Departasnt had been very ouccesoful under Tovnlcy'b
leadership.

It was this oucceso, hiatorlan Robert L. Harlan believes, thot

helped pursunde nany neebera of the NDSP to oppose the Dtoartcent and Townley.
Many nenbern felt the progress the Departcent had cade "war In essence
dlohoneat, and less altruistically that the tall would be oovi wagging the
dog-"™

The Organlcatlon Departcent continued undor thr leadtrohlp of Teigan

but did not continue the success that It had undor Townley.

Townley's new

creation, the NPL, cut Into the NDSP ncnbcrohlp no it began Its o m organising
efforts.
Hony factors contributed to the dcotnr of the NDSP.

The free np«cch

crloln wno the first ntep In the pnrty'ti decline, cutting Into the cao'
inportnnt region of socialist support.

The ntrugglo over the Organisation

Departcent eventually led to the coot laportani reason for the NDSP iIc d Ib i — A.
C. Townloyn' departure.

The tlayo of the NDSP can be nunbered fron the line

Townley loft and forced the NPL.

The Socialist party could not maintain the

oucceso of the Organisation Dopartnont.

Inntend, Tovnlov translated hln

successful eethodn and Che NDSP farc-refort! plntforn Into Che care successful
KPL.
The NPL, however, awed a great deal to the NDSP, nost specifically the
Organization Bepartccnt.

It was while tracking for the socialists that Townley

was allowed Co develop the nethods that he would later use to cake the NPL a
• success.

Many within the party soon joined the NPL.

In the first conths of

co-existence the NDSP State Secretary Telgan stated "that there is NO
connection whatever between the two organizations.

The Socialist Party

accepts no responsibility for the ccrlta or dccerits of the 'league-*"71 The
NPL becacc the najor Issue facing the socialists over the ne*- few souths, n
debate within the fTDSP ooat visible through The Iconoclast.
When

A. E. Bowen, post party candidate and proninant contributor to The

Iconoclast. joined Townley, cenboro of the executive eeetlng decided to print
his letter of departure In the paper-

72

He gave an his reason a desire to do

goad for all humanity, which he felt wao lppoasiblc to do within the Socialist
parry.

Eowon also hinted that he would Join forces with "thone sen in all

parties who desire real progress {and no party has a eonopoly on these nen) to
stand together in favor of a prograo that nhnll [be] specific in character and
that would appeal to all parties."

73

The rankn of the NDSP soon suffered the

consequences of this call as scores of the socialists within the state
responded, including the edltoro of The Iconoclast.
In nid-Harch editorship of the The Iconoclast changed hands, no Henry
Telgan, editor and oanagor, and J. Arthur Willtaco, editorial writer, left.
Telgan otated that he enjoyed keeping the "idol acanher" on the firing line
but was gratlfed to be relieved of the work.

He hoped that rcadern realized

that any nhortcoainga found in pant nanageccnt and editing could be In part
"charged to Che fact that the paper has for considerable tine, been the object

15=

of charity*

Baichor Hi ltinea mir I have received tiny pay far Lhc energy

expended, and the tine devoted Co thin work hntl tt» he ‘stolen* froo that which
should have boon devoted tu our fagulnr uark,"^

At nn executive ceding on

February 2B, 1915, 0* M. Thorunou won hired nn nanoflirtp e d ito r a t n sa la ry of
die-hundred dollars per canth bcglulng April InL.

The departing Tetgan

vclcaced Thonaoon an "a can of ability, experience and education and will
bring to The Iconoclast the best that In In hin."

75

The first direct eontlon of the tlPL in The Iconoclast was on April 9,
1915.

In n short decoloration State Secretary Teignn lnforced "the public

that there Is BO connection whatever between the two organisationc. The
Socialist Party accepts no responsibility for the cerito or deceritc of the
Longue."’76

The following week's cdttorial restated that no connection

existed between the Socialist party and the hTL, the "ao-cnllcd nonpartisan
organisation" alleged to be forcing in the state.

FurthetT=ore, it intoned

readers that the f*PL was not even a political organization and could not be
considered o serious political eoveccnt by any real socialist-

It advised

readers to nit tight and not be fooled by shortcuts -77
The question of whether or not the socialists should Support the UPL was
discussed in opposing articles placed on the front page in the Scptenher 2A
issue.

The article that supported the hTL covenant uaa written by soceoae

identified as J. Scith who believe that "it was ridiculous to think that the
N.P.L. will undercine the party- - -

76

He favored legialotion that would

help advance the socialist prograo, Including the HPL.

In his support of

League activiteo, he pointed out thot farcers were willing to listen to
Bocialisn if one left off the label; "Leta get results no natter how, any
action is better than inert theory."

79

!£ >

tl. Jl. GtC'fflhoin wrote the oppoaition viewpoint in oti article entitled "A
Lee cl teed Buli-Nanne Party'1*

He maintained that the Socialist parly chculd

not allow lineIf to sponsor a parLlculnr reform or PocinI legislation because
immediate decsnfp arc of no consequences

''The socialist porty has been a

revolutionary party; out! it must recoin such if it shall not go the wav of
other r e f o m portico, to oblivion.

It must not allow itself to become {sic!

sponsor For acre rofaret or other; or far corr special clnco legislation, not
even if that

c Iqbs

legislation purports to be in the interest of Sees branch

of the working c l a s s . C r e f s h e i r hold that class legislation for the
farcers would not emancipate the working class or beniflt facers: "The
Socialist party stands for the little the ’League' pretends to work for ned a
lot core— to do away with all profit, interest and rent, and not simply ta cut
the profit of soca one or two middle cca or business interests."
remised critical.

Grefaheic

In "The League’s Work is Futile" he purported to chow that

the Leogue's plan for public avncrahlp was without value os well as far below
he final goal of the Socialist party.

82

Under Thomason however, the paper took a care favorable posit!cm an the
JITL,

The beet example of this was a Thecacao editorial that countered a Fargo

Forum editorial which labeled the N?L as a "six dollar sucker club".

Thomason

disdained official party recognition, "Sut if the farcers want to effect -.uch
B3
an organisation they certainly have our pcr-cincicri,"

Thccason cccrentea

that other groups within the state were organized for economic and political
advantage— ouch oc lawyers, bankers, and politic-ions—
Uhy not the forcers?

without Forum approval.

Thocason’s sympathies were evident in hie ccuclufsic’t

repent, that while we arc not pleading the couac of the ^on-PnrLisnn
League, yet it Id a Joy to set? the worco nquim and uo calcly sit back and
yell, ' Siak'ec, Tige-

,«3fi

Thecason’B position was cade even clearer when he
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abortiy Joined the NPL, resigning no editor at the executs o treetlnr on August
I, 1915.**
Thecason served an a lecturer, organlier, ond writer for the ’.?L.
Thosasan's career wlthtn the NTL was not without Its troubles.

0. M.

According to

J. D. Baccn’s oaephlct published In 1918, "A WARMING TO THE FARMER AGAINST
TPVSLEYISM AS EXPLOITED IN NORTH DAKOTA,H Tovniev fired Thocason In m b
the League published a warning to farcers to ovoid hln.

and

Thccoson briefly

attempted to otart hlo own "League" in South Dakoto but before too long he
rejolp.ed the Tcwpley forcer .

Thosason hod core trouble within the NTL when he

Joined a rinor revolt against Townley’s one-can rule of the League.

The

letter of protest, written by Joe Gilbert and signed by fifteen reebers,
included Thorasor. The "protest and recccrtendalien" contended that the tlce
was right within the JIPL for greater decocracy.
orotest and Thocoson soon left the League.

Nothing case out of the

66

When Thocason defected to the NPL, Telgan resuced control of The

Icococlarr . The STL continued to be a topic of conversation.
editorial confronted

A Telgan

the aucailen of whether or not it was wTrng to work

irsediate demands and stated that the prograa of the League
had the endoriseeent of the Socialist Party.

for

h.ao in the pent

All the propositions of the

87
N.P.L. can be found in the tosedtote decando of the Socialist plntfore.""
Criticise by several conrades that the program would not accocpllth
esanclpatlen of the working class and thus was not worthy of socialist supper:
led to the following statccent:

"We are not going to enter tnto a defense of

the League.

Judging

fro® reports, It would appear that It Is In no need of

assistance.

The only point we wish to call attention to Is this: Has a

Socialist the right to work for anything less than the overthrow of the
system?"

The answer, according to the editorial was "yes", as evidenced bv

~

-

their own plntfore.

8 *)
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However, despite thin apparent editorial position, the

".ext Issue of the paper Included a critical article by Grcfshelo, "Why the
•League* Will Fall."

9P

LeSueur contributed several articles which discussed the relationship
between the NPL end the ND5F.

LeSueur recognised that the NPL would appeal to

manv socialists, or alledced socialists, but contended that even If
victorious. It would atlll be n class victory, and while classes last,
copitaliso lasts.

LeSueur conceeded that Bone good educational wort was fcelnr

done by the League and recommended that the party organise while they stirred
the waters.

LeSueur believed that the Socialist party was not yet strong

enough to forts an opoooitlcn party, and that ought not to be Its function:
"The Nonpartisan League will doubtlese help to fill this notch.

The true

function of the Socialist party should be to sts..d out In front as a
revolutionary educational organisation, leading the way to economic
emancipation and real fraternity and brotherhood."

91

According to LeSueur

those who worried a.aut losing oenbership to the NPL were worrying "about the
loss of corething which they never had," and that "real, red-blooded
Socialists of Sorth Dakota spend no tie* In fighting the League or worrying
about It."

92

State Secretary and editor, Henry Teisan, a political realist who favored
the eoderate NPL policies, uaed hla sirenlh within the NDSP to encourage this
path.

But he hoped the Socialist parly would not be destroved, prcferlng to

promote cooperation within the two organisations.

To accomplish this the

party had to change Its rules that prohibited eseebers free working for another
political organisation.
Febuarv 4-A, 19If».

The opening case at the atatc convention In Minot on

Not all the N05P ecaberohlp favored this opportuntt , and

at the convention Henry R. Martinson coved that eoeberahlp In the NPL
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constitute fusion with another political organ* ration.
euch to the delight of those wishing fusion.

93

The notion failed,

Tclpan'o editorial report on the

convention showed htg pleoaure aa veil, reearklng that the old, narrow,
self-satisfied attitude that characterlred prevlouo conventions had been
absent:

True, there were those who felt that a rigid, iron-clad role
for the conduct of the eeebership was the only safe policy to be
pursued. On the other hand, the vast rvalorlty took a far core
liberal view, and hell to the position that It will prove the part
of wiedoo to rake war an all other elements associated with us In
the struggle against Capitalists. Thle was clearly evidenced by
the vote on the cation to declare renbershlp in the Non—partisan
League ’fusion.' After having discusoed the League In Its
relation to the Socialist Party pro and con for several days, the
convention, at the last scBsion, went on record opposing thg^ldea
of declaring Socialist who had Joined the League, heretico.
The convention provided the change needed to allow the socialist eetshershlp
"greater freedco In thought and action than is their privilege at the present

Telgan quickly toek advantage of this change and resigned os SUSP's state
secretary to bccoee secretary of the SPL.

He gave as his reason the Inability

to work with the cajority eleesent of the party:

"Feeling that the Party

Organisation can better be served by another care In hareony with the views of
the dootnatlng elecent of the Organlration, 1 hereby lender my resignation" a»
96
State Secretary and editor of The Iconoclast.
Telgao helped to place Martinson, an opponent of the NPL, Into office as
acting state secretary and editor of The Iconoclast, believing It would help
define the difference between the two organisations.

According to Martinson,

hi6 appointment was to insure thot whoever edited the paper "would not
hesitate to attack the League In order to let the good people know that there
was no connection between the two.

To what extent the good people were fooled

is a question; as a cotter of fact, they called the Leaguers worse nones

20-

\BolaKoviks, hoe* deatrovers, free lovers, etc.) than they had ever called thr
socialists."

97

Martinson was a oo available fcr the position, no snail

factor as there was already a large void of personnel due to the rapid
departure of its ~crhers to the NP1 .

It was understandable that the socialist executive corrdttce
picked an avcved left winger to carry on for the rociallci party,
to head the State party as secretary and to edit the Iccnccclact.
"They oust find soneoce who would be really recognlred as a true
socialist, or.c who would not go over to the League, at least not
to soon, and soceone who would at least publicly, fight the
nevly-organlred conster which had destroyed the Socialist Party.
The Iconoclast under Martinson continued to he a vehicle for debate
between those who retained and those who departed the HDSP.

The last Issue of

the The Iconoclast Included the Martinson editorial "Divided Uc Fall," which
adnltied trouble within the ND5P.

Placing sone of the blace upon Itself:

"Perhaps the Socialist Party has not paid enough attention to that very
necessary class of producers-—the farecr."

Prophectlcally It ended, "Ve arc

99
doeeed to failure, as has been the case In the past."
»
The election of 1916 was a draaatlc turning point In North Dakota history,
for In this election the NPL triumphed for the first.
drastically In voter support.

NDSP candidates dropped

The leadership of the NBSP Juoped to the NPL:

Bwiven, a past Socialist candidate for govenor: Telgan, the past state
secretary; and LeSueur.
By the end of 1917 aleost all of the socialist support had gone over to
the NPL.

The only pronlnent nenber who ecerlngly did not Join was Henry

Martlr*:— !.

respite all efforts to keep the party alive, the end was Just

arourd the corner when Tbc Iconoclast folded In old-1916.
talked Into working for the NPL.

Fven Martinson was

In the 1918 election the party vao placed on

the prloary ballot even though It had no candidates.

Sotsc die-hards voted for

the s o c i a l i s t103
s . T h e gesture was Btnlaal, and the KDSP died, an Townlev and

II

;t'r N?t fjtabfeoJ oi'ntrul of th* m a t * an? tnttMKVil !rn prnpron ef "eti ’n

»>\'lalUV’ ‘
.lurtP? lh* ItiHlUUvr flronlnn t>f
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THE ICONOCLAST
HISTORY, FORMAT, AND POLr

In North Dakota the vehicle for the propagation of the socialist cause was
the radical weekly newspaper, The Icn oclast.

First published at Minot In

1912, The Iconoclast tried to further the socialist movement and the NDj P
until It folded in 1916.

It was published every Friday at a cost per year of

S1;00 In the Untied Staten, SI.50 tn Canada.

The Iconoclast woo generally

four pages long, although it did go to six and even eight pages for brief
stretches of tine.

The first editor and the individual responsible for the

paper's title was J. M. Near, who left In August, 1913 In the cldot of the
free speech crisis.

Henry Telgan, state secretary of the NDSP, tfok over the

position and held It until 1916, except for a brief Interruption tn 1915
(March through August) when 0. H. Thonason was In charge.

Henry Martinson was

given the editor's Job along with the position of state secretary in February,
1916 when Telgan resigned both positions to Join the NPL.

Five eonths Inter

the paper closed tt* doors.
Initially the paper was a privately owned enterprise In the hands of H. E.
Thompson, E. J. Peple, Harry bray, and Arthur LeSueur, the 'otter of when had
controlling Interest.1

In 1914 Thr Iconoclast's ownership wa9 transferred

2
fron the stockholders to the ND5P.“

The change was announced on the front

page of The Iconoclast on March 20, 191*, under the large capitalized heading:

ORGANIZATION

CO-OPERATION

EMANCIPATION

With thin Issue the ownership of the ICONOCLAST panned Iron Its
present owners Into the hands of the Socialist Party of North

Dakota, to be owned and controlled by the eeoberohlp. The transfer
of the ownership carries with It a great deal of Individual
responsibility, and Just to the extent that each eeebcr doeo his
or her part will the Iconoclast be a power In the state for
fighting the battles of the tollers and the establishing of a
cc-operatlve co«soonwcalth. Then, an we learn the power of
co-operation, backed by a clatconacloua folc] organization, we
will aov*e forward with an irresistible force that will e m o h the
bulwarks of ^apltnllao la our onward earch to clalo the world for
the workers.
Ownership of The Iconoclast took another turn at the h’orth Dakota
Socialist state convention on January t-6, 1916—-a turn that forshadowed and
nlrrored the difficulties and denlse of the KDSP.

A notion was cade to turn

the paper back to the original owner, but Instead the Rochdale plan, a
reorganisation proposal, was adopted.

The plan called for the Incorporation
&

of the paper, obtaining a State charter, and the selling of shares.

The

executive coestitzee announced that The Iconoclast was being reorganized Into a
stock coeaar.'-

It Is th^ wish cf the Executive ccealttee that stock be only sold
to red card ae: ’ era If It la possible to sell enough In this way.
This will leave the Iconoclast in the hands of Socialists, where
It really belongs, and will do away with the possibility of the
Icanoclas;. falling Into hands that would use the paper for other
purposes.
Later announceeents In The Iconoclaat reinforced the need for urgency.
The forcer owner, Arthur LeSueur, stated that he would forclose on his
nortgage and take the paper back if the proposed stock ccspany did not raise
enough noney to pay off all obligations.^

A week later the paper carried

another call for ouoport was carried along with a not-too-subtle dlsclaleer
about the quality of the paper which "doesn’t porhape cose up to our standards
of what a Socialist paper should be but U
under the present circumstances.

la Just aa good as we can cake It

„7

During the following weeks The Iconoclast published a list of those who
had subscribed.

The paper stated that although not aa long as it had hoped,

28

this was a

irt.S

The response, however, reoalned suall.

Uichln a eonih a

front-page article be*— n with the following! "Socialistic publications have
alvave had a hard struggle to extaL In this country.
been on the verge of bankruptcy coat of the tine."

9

Nearly all of then have
The paper explained auch

prcMett* were caused by lack of support by rank-and-file socialists. Increased
vat— tine printing costa, and lack of capitalist advertisements.

The paper

enphaslsed the need for North Dakota socialists to support Its effort!

Perhaps this majority does not deem the .aper of enough value to
varrant their support. If this Is the esse further effort on the
part of the few la, of course futllo. It would bo foolish to try
and force southing upon the majority of the ecabershlp that they
do not want.
The paper hoped that even If publication cessed, the VDSP office would
continue to function and that North Dakota aoclallsn would not die."
The appeal for subscriptions failed and ths paper ceased publication on
July 21, 191fi.

The end case with no fanfare.

The last issue carried a notice

that apologised for the poor condition of the paper, explaining, "V* are
trying to keep the paper 'legal' with as little exposure as possible, hence
the rather dubious appearance of the ease."

12

Although the paper had held

that Its death would not mean the end of the MSP, It did in fact elrror the
reality of the deaiae of the Socialists as a political party In Nc.th Dakota.

*
The changes In ownership of the paper had very little effect on The
Iconoclast's forest or content.

While In privately held hande prior to 1914,

a statement on the editorial page explained!

This paper le NOT the organ of the Soclellet Tarty, and that partv
la not reeponelble for the views. Dr opinions expressed herein.

The Iconoclast slsply expression the views and opinions of the
editor end.contributors as they understand ..octal ion and the class
struggle.
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After the change In ownerehlp the same statement ran without the "HOT."

The

Iconoclast generally maintained a fairly consistent viewpoint no natter who
owned or worked the editorial controls.

Differences In style, content, and
1a

tone changed only slightly depending upon who was the editor.
The forest of The Iconoclast rcnalned fairly consistent throughout its
brief history.

The first two pages were generally devoted to socialist news,

national and local, and editorials.

The paper alao entertained with huoor and

serialized novels and stories by authors such ss Jack London and 0. Henry.
The Iconoclast also contained numerous features that were created to fulfill
certain local needs, views, and goals.
The Iconoclast oftsn relied on other publications such as the Coming
Nation, Ripsaw, The Melting Pot. The 1ron Holder* Journal. and the Montana
Socialist for toporfant articles, interesting stories, Illustrated cuts,
cartoons, poems, and even fillers.

In #n teaue In early 1912 The Iconoclast

explained how it wan able to use such sources In a reference to an
Illustration bv *van Walker.

In our Issl weeks issue we forgot to give credit where credit
was due for the cut we ran on the (Hal page. Ue.vere able to
give our readers the benefit of that masterpiece only through the
QOurteay of ihe Coming Nation, that great Socialist weekly
eegastne of lltrifd tan. The Coming Nation makes no charge whatever
for this end other cuts that we may run in the future (for which
proper credit will he given) other then Ihe cost of postage. '
Many of the ante Interesting and visible oseaplea of outatde sourree within
Tin Iconoclast were these 11 lust rat inns and poltttral cartoons.

The paper

reproduced scores of such political rartonnsi a particular favorite was Rvan
Walker,(See Append Is 2-1)

The quantity and quality of such external sources

varied from Issue to issue and editor to editor, but they furnished The
Iconoclast with a variety of socialist statements.
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Feature article* that were reprinted froa other publications usually dealt
with the oistreateent of the "Basses."
and Mexico, Illustrate this approach.

Two exanplea, concerning Ueet Virginia
Charles Edward Fussell In The Coning

Nation reported on a labor dispute in West VI ginla.

Under the headline "MR.

MORTON HAS SFORT Shooting Una reed Minors," ha cold about one Incident In the
labor dispute froa which Russell asked the reader to Judge the rest of the
struggle's history.'6
That :ne Incident Involved use of a heavily steel-plated car, equipped
with galling guns, that swept through the town, opening fire at the houses and
tents, killing one nan, and wounding a vooan.

Russell related how a Mr.

Morton had brought along his own trusty rifle for the purpose of sport and
that afterwards Morton boasted of hia role in the ahootinga, expressing regret
only that as far as he knew he had not brought anyone down.*^
According to Russell, the reason that Boat readers never heard of ouch
Incidents was that Boat newspapers in Anerlca took their tnforeatlon froo the
Asaoctat d Press. Tho AP, Russell alleged, got Its Information froa only one
of the non who were terrorising the otners.

Russell explained that readers

had to depend on aagatlneo ouch «s tho Coming Nation because! "The Associated
Prase and your dally newspapers— whv do you over for a ooe«ni believe
either?"

tH

The Iconoclast agreed, latrltng the AP as prostitutes.

|1

In the Issue of March 14, l**n, Mexico woo a centerpiece of the front
page.

A cartoon entitled "The Conor of Mexico's Mtsery," froo The Melting Pot

ohoved a priest riding a peasant with a whip tn hie hand.

Accoopanytng the

cartoon waa an article entitled "Cause of Mexico’s Misery- Priest and
Capitalist," which explained the situation and the csrLoont

Do you aet what la the natter with Mexico, why are revolts
continually taking place there? The picture here reproduced tells
the tale. The Mexican working clase— the peons— are sorely

11-

afflicted with the world’" two gfjeat eonstroaUlcs— The
PU'fderhunJ ond the rrlesthood.*■
Although Tha Iconoclaat soeetlBcs uaed natcrlal that uaa In a lighter
vein, *oat of the artlclea that we»e reprinted froo other publication" were
alallar In tsessage to thoao on Vast Virginia and Mexico.
a social ecnaagc.

Even fiction carried

For exaaple. The Iconoclast gained the rights to ceriellzc

a Jack London atory entitled "The Abnytaal Brute," a atory that dealt with the
cruel world of boxing and lta effect on can's nature.

2J

The newspaper also picked up serialised artlclea froo other sources that
dealt with larger issues.

The Iconoclaat announced one such feature with

great fanfare on Kovecber 6, 1914:

"Coceenclng next week the Iconoclaat will

run one of the clearcat and coat conclae descriptions of the rrodem bank graft
In this country yet published In a No^th Dakota publication.”‘2

The

canuscrlpt of "Morgan and the Money Monopoly" by Fred Hurst was acquired
through happy chance and quick retion by National Cocsitteecan LeSueur.
Announcing it aa the cost lorortant series that it had ewer printed. The
Iconoclaat pronlsed to take the readers step-by-step through violations of the
law by congress and presidents to bolster the power of the bankers.

The

series ran for nineteen Instalments and the paper suggested that readers "cut
then out fron the very first."23
Although the paper was dependent upon national publications for coat
national stories. It ran several features of a local nature.

Soce features

were Intended to boost circulation or to serve the needs of readers.

Son*

were written core specifically to present a vision that was expected froo a
socialist publication, cither for educational or propaganda purposes.
"The Look-Out," a column written bv the state secretary of the Socialist
party in North Dakota, started in 1912 In an errangeecnl between The
Iconoclast editor, J. M. Near, and current state secretary, H. E. Thonpson, to

publish reports of thst office*

(For an enaeple ore Appendix 2-2)

"The

Look-Out" was filled vlth varlouB nnnounceeents, statenents of party business,
schedules of socialist speaking daces, opinions, and colls for support.

In

the first Issue of Tbs Iconoclast, "The Look-out" featured several
announceoents along with a plea for oupport of the mate's socialist
newspaperst the North Dakota Call, The Iconoclaat, and The McGregor
n <t
Nontlhel.*
"The Look—*hit" renalned a feature until the lost contho of publication.
The colucn becaee a valuable tool of the state secretary In providing a
plot fore for party positions.

The eolunn served as an Invaluable link Dctween

The Iconoclast and the state’6 socialist coveecnt.

Another eolunn that served

a stellar function for announcecents and party business was "At The Front,"
which was first written by Arthur Ullllans and later by Henry Telgan. fFor an
exaaple see Appendix 2-3]

The eolunn often featured party business and

reports about socialist locals.

For exacple:

GRAND FORKS: Big anti-fnnlne neetlng on the 9th preceded by a
distribution of two thousand leaflets, "Starve the War and Feed
Aserica". Organization was the key-note of the rally, and froa
now on organization is-golng to be the naln topic of all neetings.
Watch the Fork9 Local!
In addition to such services the eolunn provided a fa run froo which the
authors praised efforts such ns: "That nan Todd at Ulllleton crust be o hunan
dynano.

Keep it up, conradc, we only wish we had no re of the Todd tribe in

our state organization." The writer also called for core support: "Hardly
fifty percent of the party nenbership in North Dakota take the Iconoclast.
Now that this is r party owned paper censures should be taken by each local to
put every eenber on its calling llots.

Make the Iconoclast part of the
27

regular order of bualneas next neetlng night— and every ceetlng thereafter."*
Arthur Vlllions clipped In his own opinions, as evident In the followtng
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ccraasnt: "A river In Brasil Is Co be naoed Roosevelt.

Doubtless It has a

28
south bigger than Its head.”"
Other short-lived local columns Included "Workers of the Week," the "Grand
Forks" column, "Farmers Exchange," and the "Open Forun."

"Workers of the

Wteek," which Hal Thompson wrote, featured reports and comments on the
"workers" who were laboring for the socialist cause within Lhe state. {For on
example see Appendix 2-3J The column carried reports that covered the success
of locals and adsenitlans such as: "Poy little interest to socialism and you
29
will pay much interest under Capitalism.""

The column was suspended on March

6, 1914, with the following announcement: "This will be the last appearance of
the ‘Worker* of the Week* column, Che writer having severed his connection
with our well-beloved paper.

The field It has attempted to cover will be

amply cared for In the 'Look-Out* and other departments."^
The "Grand Forks" column ran briefly in 1913-1914.

't may have been an

attempt to Increase circulation, creating another market for the newspaper and
showing that the socialist movement vis not juet s local phenomenon In the
northwestern part of the state.

On November 21, 19|3, The Iconoclast

announced that a new department "will be conducted by a bunch of Crand Forks
‘live wires' who will remove the whitewash from several civic sins.

The love

of justice inspires then to discusn questions of public interest from a
working class point of vlew."^*

It also announced that a special edition of

two-thousand copies would be circulated in Grand Forks,

the column was a

hodgepodge of comments on local politics and officials that were laced with
calls for support, announcements, and editorial consents.

32

The Iconoclast attempted to create reader Interest through the "Farcers
Exchange," a column that was free for farmers:
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Our p r o p o m ltlo n Is th is ? We propose to give to our readers froo
t h i s date * free c o lu a n , and core I f n ecessa ry , In which to
d is c u s s f j r s l n g and fsna f i n a n c e s , p o l i t i c s , township nonageisont,
road b u i l d i n g , and any other t o p ic s of concern to the fo r ce rs of
North Dakota, t f you have anything to exchange, no n a tte r what It
l a , i^nd In a l i s t o f what you have end whot you want to exchange
for.
Although the coluan Lasted only n short t i n e , I t did seen to show an
a c t i v e e f f o r t to I n t e r e s t and Involve the faro coesunlty In the newspaper and
s o c ia lis t c ir c le s .

The coluan featured t y p ic a l want ads fo r the s a le o f faro

machinery, l i v e s t o c k , fe e d , and lan d, and for fa ro hands.
however,

did

not d is c u s s fa ro i s s u e s .

34

The colua n ,

That bccacc the r e s p o n s i b i l i t y of the

"Open Farun."
The coition "Open Fortin,” o r ig in a te d at a e e cttn g of the s t a t e c c e n it t e e In
Minot on January 26 and 27, 1915.

The Ico n o c la s t was an laportant to p ic of

d is c u s s io n which Included c r l l l c t s n as well is re ccea cn d a tlon s.

"A l i v e l y

d is c u s s io n fo llo w e d , a f t e r which i t was coved by Coorade Anderson and seconded
by Huan th at an open forun be given to the Ico n o cla st for signed a r t i c l e s . " ^
The notion was ca rrie d and the f i r n t "Open F o i . o" appeared February 26, 1915:

Articles appearing In this department arc the views and opinions
of the writer and neither the Socialist Party nor the Fditor
acnuncs any renponnlbtl ltv for note. All articles oust be signed
by the writer, free fron personalities, and ahort.
'Brevity Is.,
the soul of wit.' Be brief and give the other fellow o chance.
The "Open Forurs" becaee a centerpiece for The Iconoclast during the NDSP'o
cost difficult ttee, Its struggle to survive and coebat the rival NPL.

The

coluan provided a place whore party oenbero could voice their own views on the
struggle, often counter-attacking each other.

An early discussion in the

"Open Forun" centered on the organizational efforts of the Non-Partisan
Political Organisation League.

An early entry entitled "An Inpolile Messago

on Party Folly," published in the "Open Forua," was by L.N. Sheldon.

He

believed that the NPL was folly and that socialists should not work outside of
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the traditional Socialist party.

Sheldon attacked those who had left the NDSP

to join the NPL, specifically A. E. Bowen.

"In chasing 'new things,' or old

things In a new dress, Bowen is but sustaining his reputation and this new
harlotry la not surprising to old acquaintances.”

37

Those socialists who went

before the people advocating any prograo other than the socialist prograo,
according to Sheldon, did so with a lie on their lips and deceit In their

.heart.
. 38
The receipt of an application and prograo for the NPL by D. I. Todd
proapted another "Open Forun" selection printed the following week. (Todd, a
county organiser still working for the NDSP, reealned one of the dlehards even
beyond the party’s deesiac.)
and by-laws.
enterprise.

Todd described the NPL's prograo, organisation,

On "the face of It," Todd adnltted, It looked like a cos=endable
Todd noticed that aoong the nanes of officers, organisers, and

references were a nuaber of een who had been connected with the Socialist
party and possibly still were:

39

But 1 see nothing in It that Juatlflea oe in Joining it nor
lending by influence to It in any way. As a eenber of the
Socialist Party 1 ao already In an organisation pledged to support
for office oon who will work unceasingly for legislation that trill
stop the^gobbery of the producers by not only alddleeen but all
pirates.
Todd recognised that to those well-tseonlng fareero who had not Joined the
Socialist party, the NPL night look like a "good" thing.

However, Todd

pointed out that the dues were twice that of the Socialist party "and it
surely does not possess the splendid narchlnery of that party for controlling
and guiding the work of Its officers."

41

The whole schene looked to Todd like

an "effort of a few people to avoid the restrictions of the Socialist Party
and nake a living out of the funds raised for organising It."

42

According to

Todd, the League was not founded on a secure base and soon would be exhausted
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when the promoters looked for greener pastures.

He predicted,

thins lasts a year, l shall be greatly eurprlsed."

“If the whole

63

Even If the whole ocheso worked, Todd believed that it would cean core
votes for socialist candidates because neither party could be depended upon to
endorse the KPL prograo.

"Thus I contend no Socialist has anything to gain by

joining the Non-Parti 9lan League.

If he has S6.00 to spare let hln aend It to

the Iconoclast" for subscriptions which he could sell and get his coney back
along with the "satisfaction of knowing he helped the cause of real education
and progress."

66

Todd’B entry on May 7, 1915, was not the first nor the last

to discuss the KPL within the "Open Forma."

Throughout the cosing eonchs a

great deal of public dlsagreeeent appeared, especially as the KDSP declined
while the KPL ranks swelled, including ex-leaders of the Socialist party.
Tne "Open Fonts" also printed letters and articles sent In by those who had
departed the Socialist party.

The "Open Fonts" was at tines truly open, with

eenbers and ex-cenbers attacking each other through The Iconoclast In
interesting, inforeatlve, and often entertaining style.

Although eost of the

letters sent to the "Open Forun" were agalnat the KPL. ooee pro-NPL entries
responding to attacks, often personal, wore printed.
One of the core dracatlc .etters published In the "Open Forun" was sent in
by Eugene Tcutsch In Mav of 1916 and wan entitled “Down with the ’Yellow*.’"
In harsh, extrenly critical language, Teutach gave hie account of the birth
and rise of the KPL.

"Soeetteoe I feel that there Is no adjective In the

Englloh language etrong enough to apply to cayaelf and ay conradco for letting
ren of the Tovnlcv stripe deride us of our senses to the extent of allowing
our organisation to be used as a stepping stone to deceive and defraud our
fellow een."4^

Teutach then proceeded to try to find the words and denounced

not only Townley but also the cany other past nenbers of the KDSP who joined

1?

the NFL, Inclusion Thoetason, Dorean, TelRan, Youoana and Durocher.

Teutsch

charged all of then with varioua offenses, Including violating the party
pledge, fraud, deception, and the falslflection of records. Soee of the
strongest language he reserved for 0. M. Thotaason, "a typical cental huebug,
of the ex-prlcst variety," and for Townley, whose great ala In life according
to Tcutach, then and new, was to get ooney.^ ’
Teutach's attack or Tnwnlov and the others did not go unanswered.
following week the "Open Forua" contained a reply by ont of those

m c

The
, L. L.

Griffith, countering not only the attacks by Teutsh but also slighting the
canagessnt of The Iconoclast: "In view of the fact that the Iconoclast la now
about to pass in its checks. It seeej a pity that It should wind up with a
tirade of abuse against those who have helped to cake It the power that l: has
been for several years In this State."

47

Crlfflth concluded by stating that

It was sad that all the good work done In the past by the Socialist party
could be undone through the disuse of the paper's coluens while it was on Its
lost legs.

48

Durocher also replied to Teutsch's remarks, urging

"self-respecting Socialists to shun you the sace as they do all things that
49
have a bad odor.”

Grefsheio was not silent during these conths either,

contlbuting a scries of letters to the "Open Forua" entitled "Soft Soap No.l—
Introduction, Soft Soap No. 2-— Nomnatlng Convention, Soft Soap No. 3— -Sraabel
„50
Nonl nation.
The "Open Forua" wan a unique colusn that allowed a wide variety of
opinions.

Both proponents and opponents of the NDSP expressed their views

openly and csndtdly. While the pages of uotly papers such as the Grand Forks
Herald refused to print viewpoints that dissented froo their own stands. The
Iconoclast

opened this colunn to all coccro

■
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Allhough the The Iconoclaat *8 columns and articles were designed to
advance the socialist noveecnt through persuasion, propaganda, and poleelca,
the paper viewed Itself as an educational Instrument, as an "explainer" of the
socialist position.

It often ran what It considered to be educational

articles that national figures within the socialist noveecnt had written.
Eugene V. Debs, leader and perenlal presidential candidate of the Socialist
party; provided several Informative pieces.

For example, Dcbo wrote "Vhy

Education f*ust Be Free," a personal view on the lnporlance of education in the
development of the nlnd and Its role In the search for true happiness and
freedon for a people.

According to Debs, "Education has been zealously

guarded by the privileged parasites who have ruled In every age and nation
since society was first organized, and whose salvation as a class depends upon
keeping their subjects in their cental childhood."^1 He detailed the long
ongoing struggle for power In education and encouraged the fusses to take
control of education froc the ruling class, thus obtaining the essential neons
of their emancipation.

The public schools, according to Debs, were not truly

free but were controlled by the eaec capitalists who controlled the
govemcent.

On a rorr personal note Debs lamented that public schools would

not allow a social revolutionist to address their students.

Debs related how

a board of trustees at a leading state university had den'ed the request of
the students and faculty for hlw to speak.

He charged that the university
a
allowed "upholders of the ruling class" to apeak out hut not the "nan or wotsan
52
whs speaks for the working class.” *

Debs called lor the workers to own and

run their own schools and col leges whore they could learn the truth, the whole
truth without «nv distortions.

His answer was the People's College, a free

Institute and "the real beginning of free education onong the workers."S1

■
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Thc People's College war the creation of leading socialists Including Debo
who served as chancellor and Arthur LeSueur of Minot who was vice-president.
The Institute, located in Fort Scott, Kansas, offered workers a year's course
In "Plain English."

The college offered correspondence study through which

students could work at hcee at their own pace.

T^e college advertised In cany

publications Including The Iconoclast. ^
North Djiiloi»j socialists, to o , used The Iconoclast as ar o d u c a tio r il
vehicle.

A. E . Eov-n, candidate fo r the NDSP and future co-founder o f the

NPL, wrote s series of crtlclea, "The Socialist Platform,” which ran froo
Novenber 29, 1912 u n t i l April 11, 1913.

In the first lnstsllcent he stated

his intent clearly:

The object of these srtlcles la to fill s long felt need In
Socialist propaganda, nacoly, a work which will er.ilaln and defend
the platform of the Socialist Party, and In doing so leave to
others a discussion of those problens eo often touched upon on
Socialist books wh^gh have little if any bearing upon the subject
up for discussion.
In cultl-tnstalleents Bowen went on to discuss soce of the fundaeentol ideas
on the plotforo, hoping to help those who "becouse of past nlslnforrsatien have
been groping in the dark.”^

Ho explained in lengthly detail how the

initiative; the recall; woesan's suffrage; the abolition of the Senate; lnccae
Inheritance, and corporal*on taxes; and the direct election of the
vice-president and the prealdent would leprove the Anerlcan political syetec
and give the Basses more control over governeent.

Bowen was ospcclslly

eloquent in his discussion of Article IV, freedoa of speech, press, and
asseably.

Bowen elucidated the importance of freedoa of speech, press, and

asseablv; the "only remedy for any obnoxlouo or rldlculus political theory” ,
he asserted "Is to turn on the light.

Let us have public discussions having

for their object the education of the public and have confidence that in the
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end the public will choose rationally between Ideas that are oound and
theories that are not."

5R

In his concluding series of articles Bowen stressed

thi t soclallsn was not prloarlly a political eoveeent: "Sociollso is an
i.concclc eorassr:.

Its very basic principles are protests against Industrial

so
d e s p o t l s o . " A political reforn that assured a voice to the people, however,
was essential to achieving econontc change.

Bowen also colled for public

ownership of industries that socialists believed to be wltbln the public r'alo
but reassured readers thaL private ownership on a persona! level would be
satntained.

Bowen ended the series of articles with the following call for

action:

Let us BE the state I
Let uo CONTROL the Hg^Ns Isle] of our own lives!
Let the people rule!
Perhaps the eos* Inportani local contributor of educational articles was
LeSueur. In an article that ra under the headlines "SCANDALOUS? OF COURSE,"
LeSucur discussed the horror that forty-thousand wives of North Dakota farters
felt when expectations were never fullflllcd. The article discussed the
difficult struggle that wives had to endure with seentngly little hope.
However, the article ended with « eessage of hope chat there was work for then
to do, work that could not be destroyed by any capitalist systen of robbery
and extortion, work that would restore the spirits, regenerate the elnd, and
bring back the nest for life. That work was, of course, the cause of
sociallsn, "the nlghtiest regenerating forg^ on earth, the hope of the
chllldren, the hope of the world. TRY IT."
In "Real Revolutlonalst" LeSueur wrote about a personal experience with
students of the Hebrew Institute In Chicago. The Institute refused to allow a
nesting m the Interests of two non on trial for dyesalting the Tices Building
In Los Angeles. Resenting police prevention of the meeting, students went on
strike In protest. LeSueur spoke briefly to the students and was deeply
coved; "There, os never before, was Impressed upon ce the fact that
revolutions ore not fought upon battlefields, are not fought with torch and
bocb,— are not fought. In other words, at all,— are not capable of being
fought, as real revolution Is the developeent of an intellectual status."
In "Political Honesty” LeSucur tried to help educate and explain the
Uashlngton lav-aklng process and its le>ortancc In regards to the current
senatorial debate over the Clayton Anti-Trust Bill, specifically stressing
objections to "the ascndcent^yjhlch legalised Labor Unions and Agricultural and
Horticultural Associations."
In "Equity vs. Chaaber of Coccerce," LeSueur
explained the equity eovecent and Its eerlts, because the best co-operative
Ideas In the world have not created any successful co-operatlvco in the United
States, at least none which had stood the test of tine. LeSucur repeatedly
stated that the fault wan not with the Idea but with the absence of proper
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levs to cake It successful. In rcferlnp to the North Dakota Equltv
Co-operative, LeSueur co*s>ented that Its work wsb doing "ouch good, and we
sincerely hope it s m 1 do core, but It lr a eake-shlfr only, and we trust go
further than that."
In 1914 The Iconoclast trie1 a new educational forest, drvoting entire
Issues to a particular topic. The*e were three such efforts, each covering a
topic that the editors presuscd wojld Interest their readers. The Bankers
Special Edition ran on March 6, 1914, with the banner, "LET THE NATION OUII THE
BASKS,” along with a political Illustration. (See Appendix 2-4.) Artlcleo on
the front pipe Included "Chunks of Prosperity fog^the Beach State Bank,”
"Bankers are Hunan," and "Sound Banking Systen?"
The Iconoclont took on the
middleman with Its August 14 edition, explaining:
THIS IS THE TWILIGHT OF THE MIDDLEMAN
The present Eurrpean war that casts Its glooa
civilised world Is the indirect result of the
olddleoan. The great gun nanufactures, steel
cerchants are spending ail lions every year to
the narkets of the world, which Is the direct
war.

over the entire
class known os the
coporatlons, and
capture and control
cause leading to all

THE ICONOCLAST Is not caking n fight upon the nlddlccan as an
individual. But as an Institution the middleman has got to go.
This special edition has been issued for the purpose of pointing
out the fearful price the people are paying for prolonging en
econoalc systen that necessitates a nlddleean. And we are sore
than satisfied to rest our case with the general public Itself.
The^lder this Issue Is circulated the fairer that decision will
be.
The lead article, written which Arthur LeSueur wrote, opened with the opinion
that the niddlenan was caking htn lost fight as a class.

Another article by

E. P. Johnson dealt with the relationship between scall businesscen and the
fareera.

The front page Included a noeo by E. P. Johnson entitled "The

Midddle Man."

Ice first stanta shown the essence of the work.

The 'middle can' la n go-be-tveen
He la the goat of a thing unseen.
The goat of a thing that can not rust
Be dead or burled araong the Just—
The thing that ’Teddy' once tried to bust.
The Farcers Special Edition reflected the newspaper's constant effort to
reach the farcers.

The headlining banner of the special edition stated that

"Politicians tell the Farcers they ore the backbone of this country, and then
the Trust* proceed to pick the bones."

The article that followed explained

-A l

one wav In which Chi* oceurreJ, specifically In tho oeount of "One million
forty thousand ctghty-nlne dollars forty-eight cents"-the acount of mortgages
that author L. L. Crlfflth contended was recorded against reel and personal
property In Ward County In Kovecber 1913.

Crlfflth broke each day down Into

colutms of arcunta; a particularly bad day woo Novecbcr 17 with S62.302.96
under chattels and $47,767.18 under real estate.

68

According to the article, farcers supported those who did not produce.
The author maintained that bankers, lawyerB, preachers, doctors, politicians,
and ’editors of the capitalist papero were doing nothing but trying to pret’et
ali of the nastiness through a conspiracy of silence of the blood-sucking
bunch of parasites who lire by the cunning of their wits through the crooked
ays ten of graft."

69

Two series that local socialists wrote exccpllfy The Iconoclast's effort
to educate Its rural readers In the nature of aoclallsa and Its role In fare
areas.

Charles D. Kelso In a ronth-long series of articles, "Has Socialist;

Anythl .g For the Farcer" held thaL socialists should have appeal to farmers:
"There are many, and honestly, who cake the d a l e that Socialism has nothing
for the farcer— will give hlo no relief.

This error arises frots a

misunderstanding of the economic status of a forcer."7
to clarify that status.

His lnstallcent tried

Kelso attenpted to counter the argument that since

farcers were independent and worked for theoaelves, they v?re capitalists.

He

attempted to show the status of the exploited wage-laborer in America,
Including the revolutionary effect of eechanlao In manufacturing. To Velao,
the farcer and the laborer shared the same status.

"If, Hr. Farcer, It car be

proven to you that you have no control of your Job will you not be In as much
need of the Socialist remedy as the wage slave?"7*
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Kelso M B w r u d

the question In the following Issue.

The farcer was In

reality a producer of raw oaterlal, which represented hlo labor; "the price
you receive for ‘hat raw product Is the wage you receive for that labor.

The

difference between you and the laborer la only In nat*c, the result is the
The problen, according to Kelso, was that the finished product that
vaa trade frou the raw notorial of the farcers war not under their control.
The author asked farcers If they Indeed had no chains, renlndlng thee that
they had no control over the price of their raw coterlal or the finished
product.*3

In the next lnstallccnt KoIso discussed the effect of cachlnery on

the farcer.

Re also eephaslzed that the concentration of land Into fewer

hands would Increasingly drive out the snail f a r c e r . K e l s o renlnded the
farcer that "out of this snail return to the snail farcer has grown a wage
slave farcer.

It Is known by cocaon parlance as 'tenancy.'"*^

Due to decand,

che series, "Has Socialise Anything For the Farcer," vaa printed in paaphlet
fore for sale at 10 cents each, "cheaper ratea available In larger nuebers."76
Arthur LeSurur contributed "Wage W rkero and Farcers."

The scries was

extensive and ran for oeveral oonths froo Noveaber 1913 Into early Febuary
1914.77
Farcers."

The content varied within the fraaevork of "Wage Workers and the
Specifically, LrSucur tried to counter charges cade by other

newspapers In the state that the farcers had nothing in cocron with the wBge
workers and belonged to another class.

According to LeSueur, the state's

proas wao attempting "to keep the workera Ignorant of the true unity of their
Interest, to keep both farcers and wage workers In the cood to fight each
other while the capitalists walk off the field of battle with all the subject
catter involved in the struggle."

78

LeSueur hoped that his articles would

end this division and the nnleoslty between farcers and workers.

79

LeSueur

also discussed collective ownership of aachlncry, costs of flniahcd good In
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relatlcnshlp to the wages of the workers and purchasing power, and the
Inevitable public ownership of the means of production.^'

LeSueur

dramatically called for a change, centering on whot he believed was the main
stumbling block to progress: the Ironclad, dead hnnd fron the poet, the
Constitution of the United States!

While you calmly worship that dead can't) government the live
crooks rob you to death protected by It. how, you good Ignorant
patriot, holler, holler your head off about that traitor LeSucur,
and the traitorous oheet, the Iconoclast, but Just remember this,
that any government that has not as Its first and highest and sole
consideration, the good of the people over whom
rules, Is fit
only for the dark ages, and ought to be In Kell.
According to LeSueur, only the Socialist party could solve these problems.

82

The editors of The Iconoclast also attempted to Inform readers in
practlcsl. Informative lnatuctlons.

For example, D. C. Dorman wrote on

"How

to Organlrc A Socialist L o c a l d e t a i l i n g the practical first steps that were
essential for the formation of a socialist local.

83

Dorman provided

procedural advice on how to run the crucial first organizational cectlng,
suggesting that whoever called the meeting should act as chairman and that a
temporary secretary should be chosen to keep a full record.

He continued with

specific Information:

The chairman should state briefly the purpose of the meeting.
Show as clearly as you can the need of organization. Explain how
the party is financed. Thus: The Local charges 25c per month dues
to each member. For thlo sum a stamp la furnished. These stamps
are obtained fron the state affflce for 15c each. Thus you retain
in your Local treasury 10c for each member. The state office pays
the national office 5c each for these stamps, and thus retains 10c
each per ggnth.
In this way the Local, state and nation are
financed.
Dorman laid out the otep-by-step specifics for the establishment of a
successful local olong with Information on dues, charter, membership cards,

..
85
and. supplies.
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The NDSP and editor* of The Iconoclast viewed touring speakers as
politically and educationally valuable.

The paper played the dual role of

reporter and procoter of these events.

Although not as nunerous as local

speakers, the rusher and variety of nationally known figures within the
socialist aovecent that toored the state was quite lnpresalve and included
national Socialist party candidates Eall Seidel and George Kirkpatrick;

Rate

Richards O'Hare, co—publisher of the National Rip Saw; and Ryan Ualker,
pollticrl Illustrator and a favorite of The Iconoclast. (For exasple of ad
announcing speaking tour and works of Valker see Appendix 2-5)
The cost notable socialist leader to tour the Hlnot region was Eugene
Debs.

The cosing of Debs was an event of great lsportance, socialised with

extensive coverage by The Iconoclast.
The Iccnocalat.)

(Sse Appendix 2-5 for exacple of ad In

Huge banner headlines above Debs' photo announced, "DEBS

COMER TO MINOT,MONDAY ,JUNF. 14,' along with praises to Debe and encourageeent
for all to attend.

"Let every Socialist and friend of the aoveeent to

enuinclpate labor froa the thongs of wage-slavery help to sake this the
greatest day In the history of the aovenent In North Dakota."**’
article and headlines see apperula 2—ft1

|for copy of

The author hoped that seeling with

hundreds of enthusiastic followers would fill those attending with new courage
to overthrow tyranny and Injustice and encourage others who nay have been
discouraged, stating "If you will take a day off and cone to this great
aeetlng, you will realise as never before the wonderful aagnttude and strength
of the Rovesent and you will go hone with a greater detornlnatlon to tell the
neaaage to your neighbor and to do aora to epread and propagate the great
cause.

„B7

The Iconoclast lasted but four yeora and waa never on oolld ground
financially.

However, It did provide a forun for laportant Issues of the

socialist woveBcnt, both national and local.

The weekly publication was a

constant source of news, feature , articles and editorials that were
unavailable in other atate publications.

In special eolunns and features The

Iconoclast in special colunns and features l o c a l lrod the paper In atteepta to
reach a larget audience, alvaya of caurae In an effort to educate, persuade,
and Increase socialist nuebera.

The paper paid particular attention to the

farcers In coluans such os "Has Socialise Anything For Farcers," as well as
others.
The Iconoclast van by choice and necessity a platfora for the socialist
Issues, stands, and spokepeoplo.

The paper's role vlthln the North Dakota

socialist novecent and the NDSP vas evident throughout Its four years. Founded
In the spirit of high hopes of 1912 the paper served ae a voice for the KDSP,
a service no other North Dakota publication of was likely to fulfill.
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CHAPTER 3

THE ICONOCLASTS ISSUES AND CONTROVERSY

The Iconoclast, a* one night expect, spoke out boldly on the Issues that
Its editors deeaed essential to the enhancesent of the socialist cause a'd the
people's welfare.

Because the paper was situated In Minot, It saw Itself as

that city's conscience and becaac eabrolled In local Issues.

The editors

raised questions about natters such as the condition of the streets and the
quality of the bricks that were being used In the construction of a h aiding
at Minot Noraal School, but devoted the lion's share of their attention to
issues such as blind pigs and the free speech controversy.
Editor J. M. Near second to be cunsuaed by violations of prohibition and
"blind pigs" (the tern given to illegal drinking establlahaents).

In 1911

Arthur LeSueur, while he was president of the Minot city coaalsalon, worked
tirelessly to erradicate the "blind pigs," indicating that this was a high
priority refora for local socialists.*

Throughout late 1912 and into 1913,

Near kept the prohibition Issue at stage center.

In early August 1912 he

asked on the paper's front page: "HAS ANYONE HERE SEEN KELLY, OR KELLY'S
LITTLE PIG?" (Kelly was the Chief of Police in Minot.)2

Several weeks later

Near discussed the effect of a recent police raid on local plga, sarcastically
describing Minot as dry as the desert.

Near gave the law enforeceoent

officials aoae credit, but added, "They had an awful tlae finding those two
aoall porkers."^
Near kept the issue alive with nuaerous articles.

Bold headlines such as

"POLICE RAID PIGS? MINOT DRY?, PIG HUNTERS AND POLITICS OR THE REASON WHY!"
and "ECONOMIC INTEREST AND BLIND PIGS" graced the front pages.*

In his

articles and editorials, Near assulted the problea fron all angles.

In an

50-

Article entitled "Fair Play or No G a m " he de&ended that there be cither no
plica or plenty of pigs.

Insisting that fair play had to be observed, Near

lashed out against closing down scall-tlne operators who did not have enough
pull to stay out of the law's clutches.

If "blind piga" were good for tone,

they were o good thing "for ALL sen to have, and all will have thea or there
will be none here, and you peanut politicians are veleoac to take that
atralght off the bat."*

Near offered the following personal challenge.

tie are going to give you until the next issue of this paper to
CLOSE and prosecute the nen who own the two Main street pigs and
if that is not done and done in the proper Banner, we will show
you how little 'that dirty sheet' cares for your power, or your
pull and if we don't hang eooe political skins on our fence, It
will because thg owners of said akina increase the population of
western Canada.
In the next issue Near gave a first-hand account of a visit into the hold
of the Titanic, a local "blind pig" where eeventy-flve »en in various stages
of intoxication were fighting, quarreling, swearing, and singing---all pushing
theaselves through clouds of tobacco saoke in order to once Bore find the
bar.7

In the next lesue The Iconoclast under tho headline

WELL THEY DIO
--- DID WHAT T---HISS THE BIG PIG I
discussed the sleight-of-hand perfoosra who were Involved In recent local
raidsi

"Uhatl

You didn't know 11T

Where tho thunder were you allT

knew it twenty-four hours before hand."

9

The pigs

What Near wanted to know waa why

"your" police force could find only the email pigger, "but when they aake a
raid (H?7'*T) on s pig that la running open on Main street they can never grab
anyone unless It is

sobo

9
■way froa a poltc««iantn

old cripple who la so alow that he can't even get
Tho lconoclaot tnpra.’aod thla in a cartoon that

31

thovad the oavor and chief of police standing in ■ the oud next to severe!
ptx*. (See Appendix 3-lV°
The topic reealned a centerpiece in The Iconoclaet during the following
week when Hear dtacusssd "WHY totse een are allowed to break the law with
lapunity, and others are arrested and punished.1,11

hear charged that owners

of the Vaverly and Titanic were above the law as they were eenbers of the
ruling clean,

"Did Mayor Halvoraon DARE to arrest the proprietors of the

Waverly resort, or the Titanic den?

Old he dare give orders that ARE ordera

to hie hired een, the police force, to nake a REAL raid on thoee tvo durpa?"^
Near continued to hit at the prableo with article*, coeaents, editorial*
and political 11 lustrations. (See Appendix 3-?)

In "Whoa! Stop Says Mayor"

Near responded to recent statements of the Mayor, declaring that every one In
town knows about the problea and they are olncocpoaps If they deny the
facts.1^

In hla ciccoopaning editorial Near reported that a recent raid on the
16

Titanic ended with the usual arrests— every ean bit the owner.

To the right

of an article which discussed the "Econoalc Interest and Blind Pigs" Near ran
a fake prograo for the "BIG SHOW: Pig Sticking Timet: THE HIT OF THE SEASON”
which Included in act three the closing ode:

Oh, Minot 'tls of Thee
One lovely piggery
Of Thee I sing,
Town where ten thousand died
Minus all Civic pride
Where graft is no j...denied,
Let dollars ring.
Although articles on blind plga began to appear less frequently In early
1913, continued attacks on related Issue of Illegal gambling (slot nachlnes),
and on lax law enforcement by County Attorney Ragnvold Keatos.

16

Near was not

very Impressed with Nestos' effect, thanking the County Attorney him for the
I1
fearless action after he had been notified twice.

When officials did take

action, ita results veto short lived.

Near complained that on the “day

Following the re-appolnt**cnt of Finer Smith aa chief of police, alnoet fifty
gamblers, pimp* and prostitutes, who had laaporartly wiped the cud of Minot
off thetr feat, returned to the city."
th* v U d i m m i

Near, however, remained a voice In

hla words on "blind pigs" and gsobllng fall on deaf eare.

When he departed the paper in August of 1913 Hie Iconoclaat dropped the laaue.
The Iconoclast ralaed other laauea about Minot, Including the condition of
public facilities and the need far city-owned utilities.

It questioned the

welfare of the atudent population In "Central School A Fire Trap," aa well as
the buildings sanitation.

Near ackowledged there were fire escapes, however

not everywhere. "On the first floor, which as everyone knows, fron eight to
twelve feet above ground, there la ABSOLUTELY no escape except by the doors.
Plenty of chance?

Let ua eeo . . . .

It would be necessary for the children

to oarch THROUGH THE FIRE In order to eecape fron the building.
OTHER WAY."

19

There Is SO

Near also exposed the sanitation aysten of the school.

"Absolutely ALL the ventilation provided la out and up through the halle
directly into school coons.

Ue visited the school building on Saturday last,

when the collets had been flushed, yet the stench In the hall on the first
floor was enough to sicken anyone."

20

In other Minot concerns, Near compared

the city Jail with a starvation caop and charged that Chief of Police Salth
starved, abused and threatened prisoners.

21

In a later article the local

Detention Hospital was called a house of filth, poverty, and neglect.
paper alao editorialized on the need for a police catron.

The

22

In the spirit of the socialist ooveeent The Iconolcast demanded
sunlclpally owned light, power, and gas facilities.

In a series of front-page

articles, entitled "How You Are Gouged" The Iconoclast explored the issue and
proalaed that "no amount of advertising will prevent this paper fron telling
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the truth, and hewing to the line, no matter who are hit by chips."

23

The

series was quite extensive, running from December 13, 1912, until Febuary !<■,
1913.

"Again you will hear the argunent advanced that this paper in Baking

this Fight for cheap light la ulnply a trouble oaker, a kicking eachlne; thaL
there la nothing in it.
■*4
KNOWS."'

If you believe this Just oak Judge Hurray.

Re

In one article of the aeries hear looked at the problca of graft.

"There la Craft in the operation of a private plant, but there is this
difference.

Under private ownership of the plant the CRAFT la LEGAL, while

under the operation of a nunclpal plant the CRAFT IS ILLEGAL.

In the first

case the takers of the graft are our noat respected citizens, while in the
second case the tiker of the graft is sent to prison if caught.

Sooe

difference eh?"^'
Of all the local Issues, the free speech controversy of 1913 received The
Iconoclast’s fullest attention.

In huge headlines on August 15, the paper

called upon all North Dakota socialists to aid in Hlnot’s free speech fight:

The Plutocracy is atteopting one of the ooat despotic sets against
free government ever recorded in the snnsls of class tyranny. The
fight MUST be won and WILL be won if it takes a year to it, and
regardless of what Units the city officials nay go to. Let us
hear fron every loyal conrade in North Dakota. Without your aid
in this natter we shall have to bear the brunt of the fight alone
and thus drag out unnecessarily, a fight that can be won with ease
provided all work together. Yours for Free Speech, HENRY C.
TEICAN, State Secretary.
A political illustration that explained solidarity (See Appendix 3-3) and an
article that described the event fron a socialist perspective doelnated the
front page.

The article "FREE SPEECH FIGHT ON IN MINOT" chronicled the events

that led to the crisis.

To Its right the paper listed Minot’s

socialist

leaders who had been arrested, including several, according to the editor, who
had taken no part in tho deeonatratIon— Arthur LeSueur, Leland L. Griffith, D.

54-

C. Dorman, H. R. Martinson, R. E. Wright (n Civil War veteran and printer),
Iver Ek, and H. E. Thonpson.'7
Editor Near atteopted to convince readcre that the tax-payer was the goat
since the affair was coating the city about 5500 per day.

He questioned the

hiring of 'special police* for two dollars a head and the need for thla
special force which, he feared, would atlr core rioting.

Furthermore, he held

that the crisis was created "at the behest of a few parasites, that have never
swallowed a 'outhful of food that was earned honestly, since they nursed at
their mother's breast.
'respectable cltlxens.'

And yet they are classed as 'pronlnant' and
28
0 tenpora, 0, cores, 0, duck crocks."''

The

statement was Near's last as editor as he severed connections with The
Iconoclast in the aldst of the free speech crisis.
resigned Is of saw* dispute.

Whether he was fired or

At a socialist meeting held at state

headquarters in Minot, Sunday afternoon. Editor Near was disconnected fros
The Iconoclast■

(The lapllcatlon being the paper could not continue under his

rad :al policy.)

In an interview printed In the Fargo Fortra. Near stated he

would not bind hloself to the party nr owners if he could find a better wav to
advance the Interests of the working class.

29

The Forun article loplled

Near's siding with the IWW had aosethlng to do with the action.

The departure

of Near was obviously tied to the crlsla, but Jackson Putnae In "The Socialist
Party of North Dakota, 1902-1918," suggests that It was also a good tide to
get rid of Near as editor of The Iconoclast.

According to Putnao, Near's

departure nay have been related to his support of the IWW even before the free
speech crisis began, but he suggested that Near's expulsion was cotlvated to
consolidate control by the current state secretary, Henry Tclgan.

Putnao

explained chat with Near's departure the replacceont "was none other than
Telgan hlnself," and within "a year Tclgan brought The Iconoclast coerpletly
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laic) under his control."10 (In 1912 ownership was transferred to the NDSP. )
Although this Is a possibility, this author does not see any real conspiracy
present.

Near was alsply a lone wolf and hired gun; when he becnno

troublesome It was easy to force bin out.

Near was not a Minot resident or a

long-tlere North Dakota socialist, or any kind of socialist for that matter, he
was a rebel who used his talents as a writer to attack the establIsheent,
whether It was as a socialist or editor of a scandal r«R.
Near was not yet out of the newspaper gace In Minot; in fact he briefly
published The Rebel , as evident in the Minot Dally Optic headlines: "RIOTOUS
ELEMENT IN MINOT FINOS SUTttJiU *N COLUMNS OF NEAR’S 'FREE SPEECH BULLETIN."’31
The Optic stated that authorities were slandered with "gross untruths
published In editor Near's sheet In order to boost the cauae of anarchy."32
Charging It was not only false but blasphcooua, a prize purveyor of abuse and
vituperation, "and when he la finished calling nates, he is through,
absolutely through.
abuse."33

He sceas utterly incapable of writing anything else, but

T1_ Rebel did not s-Tvle for long and Near left town on August 21,

pleading illness.

34

Henry Telgan carried on where Near left off.

Headlines in the following

week's paper declared "CLASS LINES DRAWN IN MINOT!" (See Appendix 3-4)

Editor

Telgan described the trial of those arrested as a farce and attacked the Jury
as prejudiced with class hatred which "in the face of their oath found the
defendenta guilty In spite of the fact that they knew then to be innocent."33
On its front page The Iconoclast proudly displayed the list of the convicted,
along with their fines of five, ten, fifteen dollars, all printed under the
content that "Hen in Overalls Sent to Jail-Other Defendenta' Fines to be
Collected by Civil Action."3^

Henry Martinson's pocn "Where the Old House

!
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River Flows," which he wrote while he was in Jail, presented an unfavorable
review of Minot.

Chorus—
Where the old House river flows
Each plop and plgger knows—
They have bullied and suppresced us
And still our spirit grows.
But we havi. found a way boya
To give us all our say, boys
And we're going to win t>-e day, l^ya
Where the old House river flows.
Ryan Ualker'o political illustration portrayed Christ on trlol beforr a
scowling Judge with the caption "If the Carpenter of Nnrareth snoulo cossc to
Minot?".

38

(Sec Appendix 3-*)

Other articles reported a hunger strike in the

Minot cIt;* Jail and case* of police brutality.

The editor also printed an

open letter froo LeSueur to Governor Louts B. Hanna which tried to correct
nlalnf orc-atlon about the controversy.

39

The Inportance of The Iconoclast no the only vehicle through which the
social Iota could conbol what the other Minot papera were *-ihllshlng was
obvious throughout the free speech fight.

According lo Tolgan, "Ue douht If

there Is a wan or wonan In the ettv, who has read the dirty lies that have
appeared In the two dally fopttellsl rags, the Reporter and the (>ptlc, who
will say that they have ever In theii whole liven, read eote anarch!ntir, riot
Inciting, rotten dope, then these two sheetn have peddled out during the past
two weako.'*411
Although the free speech episode was over by August 29, 1913, in the nest
Inane JTbe lronoclast announced that "PR HI’
. SI*f',FLH PIOIIT OVER Workers win right
to use streets— Clty offlclalo dlsalss charges eopty tails and bull
pen— Street speakers to have police protection after escitefrnl Is ovir.

37

AI
I. V. V.'a gotng tnto harvest fields aa rapidly an they can find Jobs "
fhr
free spe\"h crlats night havr bran over, but It mill was •* topic that
received apace In The Iconoclant, not only with it'o veralona of the Incident,
but efforts to counter charges of affiliation with the unpopular 1UV.

In the

" T a m e r s 1 Special edition,M January 9, 1914, "A REVIEW OF THE HIKOT POLJCF
RIOTS" gave the socialist aide of the criaie including the staLeeent that they
were not responsible for the IUV coning to Hlnot, or that the 1VW was there to
organise forehands.

They did adniL standing up for the rights of the IVU to

speak on nublic streets, but that waa all.

42

Kany of the articles end

editorials on the crisis had a distinctively defensive tone, especially in
regards to tl:e alliance with the unpopular IUV.

In successive edltorlala The

Iconoclast countered charges of lawlessness by stating that not one of the I W
had been found carrying a gun or found qullty of doing violence; furthermore,
an editorial anted that the IUV "were not invited to com* here by any faction
or organization to create disturbance, but on their own accord case to Klnot
to organize the workers engaged J i construction work."

43

To sootLe loirs of

the farmers even further, a later article in The Iconoclast stated that both
the socialists and IUV knew organization of forehands in North Dakota was
impossible.

The earlier free speech crisis arose because the interests of

owners and political casters of the region wanted "to create all the friction
possible, between the farmers and the I.U.U.'s, in the vain hope that the
farmer will wlthold his support fron the I.U.U.'s and Socialists in the
present fight."

44

The free speech crisis furnished The Iconoclast with perhaps Its oost
Important Issue.

It Indicated not only its ability to state the cause of the

socialist eoveoent but also the importance of countering the traditional
press.

The free speech crisis, however, exposed a problem that the aocialtst
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movement and The Iconoclast shared! It* assoclaiIon with unpopular positions,
or In this case*, the unpopular 1WU.

Tills created (treat dlflculty for both

organisations In iheti efforts to pain acceptance by the people of Worth
Dakota.
The Iconoclast did not neglect national laaues that It believed would lend
to the eatablIshaent of a better society.

Throughout Its four veara the paper

dealt with many of the coceon colls that bound the movement! Initiative,
referendum, womans suffrage, women and labor, and labor legislation.

A

cocxigon band was also reflected in its coverage of national leaders and
elections.

Two Is b u c s that The Iconoclast believed In strongly and debated

throughout Its publication were the roles of militarism and religion.
The Iconoclast took a strong stand on what It considered the attempts to
use religion against the labor movement.

Although it eay have been wiser

politically to avoid attacking anything cloaked with religion. The Iconoclast
spoke out.

Since Che public tended to Identify socialism with godlessness the

safe road would have been to skirt the lsr_e.

It did not, however, take the

more discreet position and often attacked what It believed to be the misuse of
relglon.

The Iconoclast Insisted, however, that It did not attack religion as

such but only the malpractice of religion.

In Its second week of publication

on May 31, 1912, Near, In a retorlcal response to the charge that The
Iconoclast was seeking to destroy religion, plead guilty If that meant "we
agitate against commercialized churchanlty; against hypocrisy"; a system that
builds magnificent palaces to worship Cod, and miserable hovels for the
poor.

45

The Iconoclast attacked revivalist Billy Sunday, whom the paper condemned
for his use of profanity, language that without the protection of the cloth
would have landed h<a in jail.

Near denounced Sunday as a hypocrite because
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of his alleged vice for greedt "Pennies and heer chocks don't psss the custard
with Billv, Its the 'long green' or no salvation.
The Iconoclast, especially Near, took a strong, nt tines abusive,
sntl-Cathollc position.

The paper often spoke out against that church In

teres such as "hypocrisy," "ahao," and "cental slavery" to describe the
church’s negative influence on the casses.

When reports of the Pope's

deterlotlng health crossed Near's desk his editorial was far freo sympathetic,
suggesting that the Pontiff "is scared stiff everytloe he thinks of having to
change his present abode In the cacaronl fatherland for e chance st that
47
oystlc nanslon.”

Near argued that the Pope had reason to fear the "great

alrror of eternity", and thus "we can hardly be blasted If we doubt the d'.vine
4g
origin of the old dago."
Charges that Near's words were slanderous only drove the editor to core
graphic language.

"At the wiggle of a dago finger, one of the faithful cust

fast, or feast, drink water when one wants wine and wine when a glass of wafer
would look and taste like a nector (sic) of the god? "

49

According to Near,

all that a person with the "intelligence of a gnat" had to do to "prove the
fallacy of the popish 'holiness' d o l e s Is to T-H-I-N-K.

If the old cacsronl

stuffed, wine soaked gcecer would start all the holy cachlnary going, froo the
tine of Constantine down to the present day and date, he wouldn't have enough
'holy power' to pull a 'wood-tick' off a coifs [sic] back, let alone yanking
an inaortal soul out of purgatory."^0
Near labeled the Western Catholic, a "sewage outlet" that "vonlts forth as
per usual, divers and sundry Ilea, so dan rotten, that none, were he not a
coral and cental pervert, or ono of the hells sllcy veroln, cake such a
statement.1

He atteepted to softpeddle the attacks on the church Itself,
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"When we say the c a t h o l i c h ie r a r ch y , we eean the e c c l e s i a s t i c s the p r ie s ts and
holy ( ? ) p a r a s i t e s , the ‘ princes of b l o o d ', ont! the dago pope."

52

The c i t y ’ s school e le c t io n in 1^12 brought a fury o f words by Near on the
In flu e n ce s of the C a t h o li c Church and the threat to free public s c h o o ls .

Near

o f course did not blaee the lay em bers of the C a th o lic Church, os the
m ajority wore u n fa m ilia r with the p o l i t i c a l t a c t i c s of the powers of Race.
"Every c a t h o l i c church o f f i c i a l , fron the pope, down to the parish p r i e s t , is
a sworn cnccy o f p u blic s ch o o ls.
In an accompanying p ie c e , "Father Vaughan w il l A n n ih ilate S o c ia l I o n ,"
Near lashed out a g a in s t the fa th e r and other p r ie s ts who were a fr a id o f the
s o c i a l i s t movement because i t was an educational e f f o r t "and they and the
cause they represent enn thrive only on ignorance and s u p e r s t i t i o n .”

SA

hear

stated th at freed on . I n t e l l i g e n c e and education of the cusses would cean the
end o f t h e ir usurped power and t h e ir l i v e s of "opulent luxury on pennies wrung
from widows and orphans; poverty and death.
The Ico n o c la s t did not reserve a l l of i t s wrath for the “ ooan C a th o lic
Church.

In "M in iste r and Master" Near strenouoly questioned the behavior o f o

l o c a l m in ister whoa he had asked to read a p e t it i o n that c a lle d for b e tte r
f i r e p rotection fo r the ce n tr a l s c h o o l.

The n l n l s t c r ' s response, according to

Hear, was le s s than C h r lo tia n : " I F THAT be C h r i s t i a n i t y then In the name of
h u r a n lt y , c l a s s us a PAGAN.

We had rather be one o f the B i b li c a l dogs,

l i c k i n g the soree o f the begger Lacaruo than to be Inoculated with THAT brand
o f r e li g io n . . .

."
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Tlie Ico n o cla st used poetry In I t s e d i t o r i a l a ttack s on organised r e lc t o n .
E d ito r 0 . M. Thomason in " I s There a God?" pondered!
I f there Is a God— 0 C h r is tia n on de a th 's bed,
Uhy do the rlghteouo have to beg fo r bread?
Uhy does the t o l l e r hove to l i v e In need

While Idlern fill and gratify their greed*"17
In "Nov What is Rod Going to do?" Ihonason wondered whot will happen when Cod
hear* conflict Inn pravera for victory by the Kaiser, Taar, and old Leopold of
Austria.

And since each Chrlallan nation in pray In* to Ita Cod,
To help thea put their enealen beneath their native sod
And Wilson ask* the aelf-sace Rod to stop the whole j^oeed nreore.
Now under such condition* who'a Cod n-golny-to-hear?
Thoesaaon attacked the popular tent evangelist In "When Billy Sunday Cose* to
Town."

The Ha*ter* know tnat slaves are ecek,
when herded like dun^driven sheep,
And bo they giggle In their sleep.
And freely plank the dollars dawn.
When Billy Sunday cores to town.
The bosses know that Bills o fake.
But laugh to see the sinners quake,
When Billy holds 'en over the lake.
And so they plonk the dollars d a ^ ,
When Billy Sunday cotacs to Town.
Many of the political Illustrations found throughout The Iconoclast were
critical of Its precelved failures of religion.

A political Illustration that

explained "The Cause of Mexico's Misery” pictured a priest (with a capitalist
hanging onto hln) with a whip In one hand and In the other dangling a cross
before the peasant which they were both riding. °

In the Philippines It was

the "Holy Trio" of big business, the police and the priest with the caption,
"we -ule vou, we club you, we fool you."61

Under ar article entitled "The

Sheltering Ulngs" which discussed the role of the Catholic Church and public
schools, an Illustration showed a priest, In the fora of a huge vulture with
talons and wings labeled hypocrisy and slavery, sheltering capitalise.6 '

One

of the core subtle and draaatlc illustrations questioning both religion and
war was the drawing of a crying cothcr who had Juot received a letter froo the
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Red Cross.

The caption tend, "And l prayed night and day he would return

safe" to which the voung daughter replied "Maes- navbc Cod didn't hear you."*3"1
(See Appendix 3-A)
The Iconoclaot'a positions on ollltnrlao ranged fr<a the fairly
traditional anti-war socialise to being antl-Boy Scouts, on organization It
believed represented an atteept to Indoctrinate boys with nilltorlco.

When

the Natloanl Executive Cocslttcc of the Socialist party sent to President
Woodrow Vllson a telcgrao that protested the United States* Invasion of
Mexico, The Iconoclast

published lt.^H

popular target for The Iconoclast.

Anerlcan lnvclveecnt in Mexico was a

In the

bocc

Issue that contained the

National Executive Coealttee statecent, The Iconoclast editorialised: "Who
wants war with Mexico?

Not I, says the farcer who does hlo own thinking.

1

don't want to help finance a war against a puny little nation of half starved
peons In order to aid a few well-fed grafting capltallrts to gain control of
the resources of the country.”^
The May 1, 1914, Issue linked a current labor conflict with the situation
in Mexico.

The Iconoclast headlines, printed in red, cried "WAR! IN COLORADO

AND MEXICO." (See Appendix 3-7)

"The newspapers say they have Insulted the

flag by Illegally arresting socc blue-jackets.
thousand tines no . . . .

But ts this true?

1 sav no, a

A flag that cannot hear the tries of Its own people,

has no sense of honor and It gives back the lie that It has been Insulted."

66

To The Iconoclast, what was happening In Colorado tied to what was happening
In Mexico.

"The strikers as a last resort are trying to offer soee resistance

against the hired curdcrers of the Rockefeller Billions, aided by the servile
state ellliia and otate governEcnt."^

Between the two articles the paper ran

a dracatlc Illustration of a crucified Christ figure hanging on a cross below
a sign of labor.

68

(Sec Appendix 3-7)

The following week the paper had a

political Illustration of no overweight capitaltat-buslnBaaniiin (suit revered
with dollar slana, a universal code svebol for "capitalist") reacting with
great fear after he la handed a hunch of puna with the atatersent "Here, 11
you're

bo

to Itl"

keen for Intervention In Mexico.

Take these lonlo yourself and go

In the next to last laauc of The Iconoclaat an article blnecd

Mexican troublei on United States buslnesseen.70
The IconoclaBt a 1no spoke out strongly against the possibility of Aeorlcan
Intervention in the European War.

This, though, wan not extreme, as evident

in Robert P. Wilkins "North Dakota and the European War, 1914-I917j A Study In
Public Opinion."

Opposition to the war was coenon throughout North Dakota.

The governor of the state, L. B. Hanna, even acconponled Henry Ford on his
peace ship, the only state governor to do so.'7*

The Iconoclast’s first

reaction to the declaration of uar lo 1914 was "Don’t fight, but protest."
The oaper called for a worldwide labor strike and argued that those who
declared the war should fight it.

72

The Iconoclast applied a strictly

economic Interpretation to the war; It cace because of econoaic reasons.

In

an editorial of April 20, 1916 the paper asked the working class what they
intended to do if entry were Inevitable and it was too late to elect a
pacifist.

The Editor argued that the working class should refuse to have

anything at all to do with a war:
during and after the war.

"We, the working class, pay the bill both

The Capitalist class reop the profit In profiting

by the sale of war goods and by gaining foreign earket for their surplus
. rt7 3
goods.
Until the paper ceased publication, It argued against the war and the
Anerlcan entry.

The Iconoclaat even published soae of Its own plans for the

prevention of entry by the United States.

The Iconoclast called for the

working class to use the area the capitalists provided against those in

■
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power.

74

In 1915 the state cosnltlee for the STlRP adopted a resolution that

Vf the United States went to war, the socialists coot refuse to enlist, and If
drafted, refuse to no.7

In Ksv 1915, In Its editorial, the Optic printed a

pledge that called for citterns t* support President Ulloon's handling of the
Lusitania crisis.

Editor Telgan reprinted the pledge and stated that he would

not sign; he also offered hit own pledge, for readers to sign:

Whereas the stand that President Wilson has taken relative to
the sinking of the Lusitania is calculated to result in this
nation being plunged into the European blood carnival, and
Whereas, Such stand is soley in the interest of those who
nenger in profits on war materials, therefore be it
Resolved, That in the event that war does result froa the
President's stand
I,_______ , the undersigned, as dtiren of the world and
recognising the universal brotherhood of can, pledge cryself not to
kill any nan’s father, not to slay any aether’s son, nor to plunge
ay bayonet in the breast of any sister's brother, nor to curder
any vooen's husband, not to butcher any little child’s father, not
to vet the earth with blood and tears, not to assassinate ACT can
and then hide tsy blood-stained fists in the folds of ACT flag. '
According to The Iconoclast, Invasion by a foreign power was the only
Justification for the United States to enter Into war. 7

It opposed the

president's preparedness canpalgn: "The only way that a war can be had will be
for Uncle San to begin a 'preparedness' prograo that will coepel others to
follow suit."78
The Iconoclast froa the beginning spoke out against what it considered to
be undesirable allltsry eleacnts.

While editor, Nenr described the country's

*
standing artsies as coaposed of ’’undesirable cltlEcnc.”

The editor warned of

the nilltary's corrupting Influence on young ccn: "If you, Bothers and
fathers, want YOUR son to sink down to the lowest depths of degradation, filth
and vice, advise hla to take advantage of the present opportunity of Joining
the marine corps. Reeeaber that he will have an opportunity of seeing the

vorld-the UNDERWORLD-that part of the world that Uvea In darkness, and In
vice an J crlne."

79

The Iconoclast went on to attack the national Cuard and

State Militia, which they called "hired hessians of capitalism.,,8f7 The new
Minot armory becasc a “thirty thousand dollar mansion dedicated to the god of
war.

.,81

On January 1, 1915, an editorial attacked the University of Minnesota

plan of having male students' Indoctrination which will "twist then Into the
Inhuman 'fighting machine' our capitalist need to exist.

. . . and we bet

dollars to doughnuts President McVey of the University of North Dakota will
soon fall sedately Into line.

The sane wires are being pulled all over the

United States and fron now on we can expect all our 'intellects' to give out
dignified interviews approving organized savagery."

62

The Iconoclast's cost extrecc antl-nllltary position regarded the Boy
Scouts.

The paper viewed the Scouts as an Indoctrination movement.

It

attacked a local nlnlster who was a strong defender of the Boy Scouts and who
"hides behind the stereotyped otatenent of the founders that It Is KOT a
military organization."8^

The paper expressed this view In a headline that

stated: "Boy Scouts Not Military?

Co Tell The Harlneaf"

alongside of which

The Iconoclaat ran a two-frame Illustration, the first showed the proalae of
the military with It's far-away end exotic lands, the next franc deeonotrated
the fulfilment, a skeleton In the g r a s s S e e Appendix 3-9)
A large percentage of The Iconoclnot 's coverage of l«auea was not that
controversial, as eoclallot publications go.

Many of the articles which

stated the paper's position were reprinted from other sources, thus reflecting
a naInst read view.

Although The Iconoclaat nay have taken a stronger stand

than other socialist publications on
extreme enough to be destructive.

b o so

issues, cost of their views were not

The Iconoclast's position on public work*

and the nllltary on the whole were not controversial.

-(jb-

Havever, the paper pot Into trouble when The Iconoclast tried to live up
to its na;te and tent beyond the core general role of educator, to that of
outspoken critic-

Near was the coBt Iconoclastic; under bln editorial control

The Iconoclast took on cjny cherished icons such as the P.ocan Catholic Church
and the Bay Scouts.

Ncar*3 harsh and personal view expressed through the

popes of The Iconoclaat. thus identifying it, along vlth the NDSP, with these
very unpopular stands.

This cay not have affected current r^aberc, but it was

bound to antagonize potential supporters acong the Catholic cocnzunlty, along
with ocher groups.

Kear's tirades oeecet! to validate the opposition's charges

and provide a door through which they could easily attack not only the editor
but also the party.

The Minot Daily Optic responded to The Iconoclast's views

on the Hoy Scouts by calling It n destructive, nnorchlal force out to destroy
the nation's cherished Institutions.

fib
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C0HCLU8I0N

Historians disagree over tho reasons far the failure of Aea-ican
socialise and ita political parties.

Ira Klpnis in The Anarlcan Socialist

Hovecent(1952) oaintalned that the party declined rapidlly because it
compromised Its Ideals and coved toward the alddle class.

In A Sodallol

Party of Anerlcn. A History, published in 1955, David Shannon enphasired
internal division within the party as the caln cause of its dcsloe.

Daniel

Bell, uhose "The Background and Develapnent of Marxian Socialise in the United
States" oppenred in 1952, asserted thnt the Socialist party strayed froo ita
traditional tactics to avoid its rigid rules and doctrine.

Bell singled out

.'•arth Dakota as one of several states where this happened as Socialists left
the party to Join thn N?L.
Dakota.

All these studies describe the situation in Worth

The fIDSP conproniscd the traditional socialist philosophy when it

decided to reach out to Increasingly "niddle-claos" North Dakota farcers.
This eventually created internal division— especially over Townley's
Organisation Departcent.

That internal*JIspute drove Townley fron the NDSP

and channelled hlo energy in another direction*— the formation of the
Nonpartisan Leaguo which becaco "ooclalloo" within the Republican party.

The

League, an Boll pointed out, weakened the NDSP and eventually led to the
party’s dcnlso.

National socialise stunbled and fell on the issue of Ascrlcan

participation in World War 1; North Dakota socialise cace apart froo 1915 to
1916 when the Leaguo offered farcers a core codorate and attainable course of
action.*
Tho Iconnclaot was founded in 1912, the peak of the soclallat eoveoent in
North Dakota.

The growing socialist covenant needed a voice for its views and
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po^itiona.

Tho Iconcodast becapo that voice, and eventually, the official

publication of the HDSP.

The paper tried to fulfill nany irrportant rolea as

the only North Dakota socialist publication (there had been several nlnor
efforts in 1912 other than The Iconoclast, but none survived the year) ard
advertised Itself to be the only publication In the state that dared print oil
C

the truth.
The Iconoclast functioned as the vehicle through which the eoclelist
covenant could educate prospective converts.
for such efforts.

Fartsera were often the target

The goal of education dominated socialist thought and hopes

for a brighter future.

Without The Iconoclast views of socialists within the

state and nationally would have been dependent upon less reliable, less
controllable, and naro expensive sources.

The Iconoclast provided a weekly

source of persuasion, propaganda, and polenlcs for North Dakota.
The Iconoclast was a very effective force for the state's socialists on
oany occasions, the cost striking example bring the free ipecch crisis In
Hinat.

In that situation the paper waa the rallying voice of the Minot

socialist coaouftity, a lone voice against on opposition that could have taken
advantage of a press nonoooly to destroy the socialists.

The Iconoclast

convoyed, translated, end pernonaHsed the cause and Id b u c s to "their"
audience.
However, the stands which the paper took were not always beneficial to the
ovarall effort of gaining convcrto to tho covenant. The Iconoclast's
fascination with "blind pigs" had questionable If any value for gaining
senbars to the HDSP.

Tho papers tirades against religion oust have

antagonized not* of the population.

The attacks on the Botsan Catholic Church

were especially abusive and were clearly a niatako as It van still the largest
single religious denortlnatlon In tho state as of 1916.

2

CespJte thesa Qlstakoa, The Iconoclast una invaluable to the promotion of
the MDSP and itB caunoa, providing a forua For the party and e e n b e r n h i p .

S* t.

the SUSP after 1916 vaa without oupport, leadership, or eentisrahlp; The
Icanoclant as the official voice of the NDSP suffered the anno fate.

Silenced

hy the orervhclalng strength of the NFL, The Iconuclont, along with »he F*T»SP,
faded into ohacurlty.

As the NPL replaced the IJDSP, the Honpur..toon Icader

replaced The IccnoclaBt.
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KOTES TO CONCLUSION

^Daniel Roll, "The DackRroumi mid Dovolopocnl of Mai-Hian
Soclallsn In the United Staton,M Donald Drew EpborL nnd Stow Foroonn,
cdg., Soclnlltm and teorlcan Life, 1. Prlncomni The Princeton
University Frann, 19*J2, Chapter VI, Ira Klpnlc, The Acorlenti 5oclnltol
Uovecent, 1897-1912> New Yarkt Colonbia llnivoralty Proon, 1952, David
Shannon, rIhe Soclnllst P a n y of Anerlca, A Hlotory. Dew York! The
Macalllqn Company, 1953.
"United States Dopartnent of Cptroerce, Bureau of cho Ccntma
Rellplous Bodies: 1926. voluco 1, Sncgary and Detailed Toblco, United
States Govorncont Prlntlnn Office, Washington, 1930, p.363.
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f i t HM. T H O M P S O N 1
*■
— -—
Knrr Local should ttu ihai lu
wotttrj ta geittug iht Icouodut

4
I
i

At The Front
ARTHUR WILLIAMS

~ 4
A rlrtr In Oratil It ta t* named
HcootTtlt. Daublltit ll hai a mouth
bigger than Iti head.

t*fularly.

Spring It hart. Ctt buiy. farmers,!
and tow th* nop tfea backtrt will
harvest thlt foIL

Doa*X talk about what ' W kata
ilaua it you an bo* a worker dalug
your eher*.

VTtilby com** right Lack with a
promlta to prepare for tums-rr ipvakera. Ola HJtlm It at ibt helm. Nuff
tald.

Comrade White plakcd ap a couple
of caw cat* laai » n t lit la ona of
the railroad bunch — car the iriba

bxnua.

Tw*W« p»r ctuu— Shocks! Stick
four dollars into fire lepaadait tub
card* and make twenty-fiie par cent(
right off tha bat.

A card two Arthur LtSuaur ledI
c u n that ha la la lha elclimy of
lha Yellowstone National Park as*
iojlcj a wall earned vacation.

Hamembvr Capitalism don cot slop
when ipring come*. It works night
and day ikt year around. Tfci Soctallrt Butt do ti* n m

O. IL Thcmaaoa aacda ta a llal cl
tlx yaarllta which »«ra handed la al
a coopt* ncatlogi la the astUro pan
or Lh« Suit.

That man Todd at VTUlblan naxt ba
a human dynamo. Seep It op. Com
rade, wi only with wt had more of tba
Todd tribe In our state organization.

The Minot Comrade* took a hand
la tla tab getting gam* lut weak
and at • coo*cqnanc* any-oo a
boalnata-maa willget iho Ieoaoclait
wllh-out hawlop to borrow from tba
baxbar-thffjL Conrtdaa TtaUcb,
Dorman and Elatl look a ball holi
S
day and gathered la t#n tabicripIlona each.

For every can who recetth in winning oat nineteen aspire to do r>- rrd
all twtnly are than krpt b lifelong
bondage al tha expense of on* fortune.
Tba worst writ of poverty Is cot tha
srsnt of material things, bat In the
Hunting and distortion of tba higher
quaillies.

Cow Creak Local (William* Coaaiy)
opened Lha aaaaon by lending la r
tin of twelve. E. C. Lind It the tar
mary, aayi that wa may expect to
hear from ihat a«ctloa attba coontry
again before long. Other loeali
pltata wake op .end -aWe nolle*.

Frederick has cor* than act bat
tler, but Comrade Car] F, 5c!em keeps
up pretty close to the hand of hb
class. Wa look for tom* big results
out that way this year.

The aspects of laiulllog tba aaw U
preti and toldtr aod moving lo Larger ll
quarters took all our avallobla ciih ct
and wbaa wa maulloncd It a Irw of
tba auk-tDMi look It for granird
that wa ware “Damped.” The “Llva- It
wlraa" laughed and warn sub-bun bt
ling at a mull one hundred and flflr i•l
ona oaw nrnut *r« enw on our tub
Itat Can voo bat! It!

•I
Ott-a-rub, gel-*-«at>, |*t-*-»ab-*ub? Irt

O

Everyone In year neighborhood la a
Socialist but don’t know it. A para- (
phist. a paper, or even a word from (
you. may chang* opposition into co-cp- (
•ration. Try it.
Wa don’t hear much from Fargo
'.hiss days. What’t the ms Her, com
rades, hat lha Forum managed to
naka you bailee* In ihtir breed of
srosparity1
A half milIon human tempi In
Vorth Dakota would be bensAlted by
peernmant owned bank*. A half a
lundrtd greedy Inhuman Lamps stand
n lha wap— because lha half million
al ihim. Of which clast ire you!
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THREE GREAT SPEAKERS TO START SOCIALIST 1916 CAMPAIGN
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Here is a Chance to Hear The Greatest
American Socialist
As a speaker Debs lias no superiors: his personality is Irresllablc and to bear him Is to
love Hm whether you believe him or not.
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person tntereatsd In this groat worldwide mo retroat ahould come to thin lecture.
tb» tickets ire ready. Send for i bunch and sell them to your neighbor®. Every ticket is good
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